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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses catalytic development strategies and presents a case study of a prominent property
on the East Boston waterfront that a local community development corporation (Neighborhood of
Affordable Housing, NOAH) hopes to develop. Several criteria are used to analyze the project, including
NOAH and community objectives, building and site characteristics, and regulatory constraints. The
financial feasibility of two potential uses are then examined. Finally, the project's potential to catalyze
additional development is evaluated.
The author concludes that the project is not financially viable in its present form and that its catalytic
effects may be very limited. Thus, alternative sites closer to Maverick Square are suggested as better
able to serve NOAH's development objectives and as having greater potential for financially feasibility.
Thesis Supervisor: Karl Seidman
Title: Lecturer, Department of Urban Studies and Planning
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I. INTRODUCTION: NOAH, THE DERAN PROPERTY, &
CATALYTIC DEVELOPMENT
A common strategy for urban neighborhood revitalization is to use real estate development as a
catalyst to change perceptions and attract additional investment into the community. This catalytic
development model may have reached its apex in the 1950s and 1960s with the Urban Renewal program,
when large areas were demolished and replaced with new development, usually in the hopes of attracting
the middle class back into the nation's center cities. Examples of large-scale urban renewal abound,
including Charles River Park in Boston, Lake Meadows in Chicago, and the Inner Harbor area in
Baltimore. Although Urban Renewal has since fallen out of favor for its displacement of existing
residents, high cost, and limited success in attracting additional investment, the catalytic development
model has continued to thrive.
Contemporary catalytic development involves rehabilitation of existing properties at least as
often as new construction. Typically, a prominent, deteriorated or abandoned property is redeveloped as
an "anchor" project for the community, signaling that the neighborhood is "coming back" and that it is
safe for others to invest. Although the catalytic project is often extremely expensive to develop and thus
dependent on government subsidies, it should stimulate additional, unsubsidized investment to the
surrounding area. Successful examples of contemporary catalytic development include the Parkways
project in Chicago's South Shore neighborhood (residential rehabilitation), the Lithgow block in Boston's
Codman Square area (combining rehabilitation of a commercial building with new commercial and
residential construction), and the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA)'s work to develop the
Charlestown Navy Yard (waterfront adaptive-reuse).
The attractiveness of catalytic development strategies to neighborhood revitalization is obvious.
Such anchor projects have the ability to "jump start" development activities in a way that smaller, lower
profile projects cannot. While small projects may be isolated from one another, a catalytic development
project creates a critical mass of new development capable of changing perceptions and investment
patterns. Given the advantages of these anchor projects, it is not surprising that many neighborhood
development organizations have attempted this strategy as one means of revitalizing their communities.
One such organization now considering a catalytic development project is Neighborhood of Affordable
Housing (NOAH), a community development corporation (CDC) serving the East Boston neighborhood.
East Boston and NOAH
As discussed below in Chapter II, East Boston is a working-class community located across the
Boston Inner Harbor from the rest of the city. The neighborhood has, along with the North End, been
home to the city's Italian-American community for almost a century. Over the last 10 to 15 years,
however, the neighborhood has struggled to integrate new residents-predominantly Latinos and Asian-
Americans. NOAH was created out of this struggle, growing out of the East Boston Ecumenical
Community Council (EBECC) as an independent organization dedicated to developing and preserving
affordable housing for new and old residents alike.
Although its range of housing programs remains central to NOAH's work, the organization's
mission has broadened to improving the standard of living for the East Boston community.1 NOAH's
1 "NOAH Strategic Plan," (East Boston, MA: Neighborhood of Affordable Housing, 1996), 1, unpublished document.
current programs include real estate development, property management, housing placement services,
senior home repair services, home improvement lending, lead paint abatement, home ownership
counseling, foreclosure prevention, community organizing, and community planning. The organization is
also involved in economic development activities, primarily through work with the East Boston Chamber
of Commerce and the East Boston Main Streets Program. NOAH has developed over 90 units of
housing, and current real estate development projects include the rehabilitation of several one- to four-
unit properties for sale to first-time homebuyers, a mixed-use gut rehab project with 9 units of housing
and one retail space, and the construction of a 17,000 square foot retail/office building on Maverick
Square.
The Maverick Square area-in many ways the symbolic center of East Boston-has been the
focus of many of NOAH's recent activities, several of which have been funded through the Pew
Charitable Trust's Neighborhood Preservation Initiative. NOAH would also like to stimulate responsible
development of the nearby waterfront by developing a catalytic anchor project that reinforces
connections between the waterfront and the rest of the neighborhood. Towards that end, NOAH staff
have spent over a year identifying potential waterfront property for development.
The Deran Property
The former Deran candy factory is one of the largest and most imposing buildings on the East
Boston waterfront. Located on New Street at the foot of Sumner Street, adjacent to Lo Presti (North
Ferry) Park, the main structure rises nine stories high and is readily visible from downtown, the North
End, and Charlestown across the Inner Harbor. The 3.9 acre property's three attached buildings
(encompassing 157,000 square feet) were originally constructed between 1908 and 1915.2 The property
also includes three wooden piers that extend into the Harbor. Its neighbors include the Park on Sumner
Street, Boston Towing and Transportation on New Street, and the Maverick Gardens public housing
development across New Street.
For many years, the buildings were used as a factory and warehouse for the Deran Confectionery
Company, a Cambridge-based chocolate maker founded by the Hintlian family in 1929.3 The factory's
waterfront location may have facilitated water-borne shipments of sugar from refineries located on the
East Boston and Charlestown waterfronts. Although the Deran Confectionery Co. was sold to Borden,
Inc. in 1970, the Hintlians remained owners of the East Boston property and leased the facility to Borden
until at least the mid-1970s. However, the factory was eventually closed and the buildings have since
been used primarily for storage.4 A freight forwarding business also leases a portion of one of the
buildings.
NOAH has negotiated with the current owners (a Hintlian family trust)5 for over a year to
purchase the Deran parcel. NOAH proposes to redevelop the property into artist loft housing,
2 Sanborn Map Co., Boston, Mass (Pelham NY: Sanborn Map Company, Inc., 1988) vol. 5-E, 502.
3 Boston Globe, 18 October 1987, 59.
4 The Cambridge factory (on Cambridge Street in East Cambridge) continues to operate and is now owned by the Cambridge-based
New England Confectionery Company (NECCO).
s The property is currently owned by the New Street Realty Trust, whose beneficiaries include the 26 descendants of Deran,
Karning, and Vahan Hintlian (founders of the Deran Confectionery Co.). According to deeds recorded for the property, the Trust
purchased the three buildings at a public auction from the bankrupt New Street Realty Company in 1962 (the relationship, if any,
between the New Street Realty Company and the New Street Realty Trust is unknown). The Trust purchased the remainder of
the property (including the piers) as part of a larger transaction in 1966 that also included part of what is now Lo Presti Park.
The earlier history of the property is unclear. The New Street Realty Company purchased the buildings from Dorothy Shore in
1944 and purchased a small, one-story addition to Building A from the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in 1955. Earlier
art/commercial production space, and community/gallery space, with public access to the waterfront.
The organization hopes that development of the Deran buildings will generate interest in and catalyze
additional development of the East Boston waterfront.
Catalytic Development Projects and Lessons Learned
Prior to examining the feasibility of developing the Deran property, it is necessary to review
other development efforts in order to understand the ingredients of a successful catalytic project. Three
such projects are presented here.
Parkways
Parkways, a 20-building, 446-unit rehabilitation project in the Parkside section of Chicago's
South Shore neighborhood, was developed by a joint venture consisting of RESCORP (Renewal Effort
Service Corporation, a non-profit developer sponsored by a consortium 57 local savings and loan
associations), the First Chicago Neighborhood Development Corporation (a subsidiary of the First
National Bank of Chicago), and City Lands Corporation (now Shorebank Development Corporation, an
affiliate of the South Shore Bank of Chicago)6 Completed in 1983, the $27 million project ($41.3 million
in 1995 dollars) 7 was the largest scattered-site residential real estate project in Illinois history.
When construction at Parkways began in 1980, South Shore was an economically diverse
neighborhood of 75,000 people that had experienced a dramatic racial transition (from almost all white in
the early 1960s to 86 percent African-American in the early 1970s)8 and faced an uncertain future. At
the time, the 12 square-block Parkside section was the most deteriorated part of the neighborhood. "By
the mid- 1970s, the area was dotted with large run-down buildings, some of which were abandoned,
others burned, and still others of which were tax-delinquent and clearly being milked." 9 Parkside lies at
the edge of South Shore, adjacent to the severely deteriorated Woodlawn neighborhood. Several efforts
to revitalize Parkside in the 1970s failed to stem the tide of disinvestment, which had begun spreading to
other parts of South Shore.
The Parkways project involved the rehabilitation of the most severely distressed buildings in
Parkside, many of which were vacant and abandoned. The project was financed using bonds issued by
the Illinois Housing Development Authority (72% of total development cost, TDC), federal project-based
Section 8 rent subsidies from the Chicago Housing Authority, City of Chicago Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) funds, and revenue raised from the sale of limited partnerships.10 In addition to
complete rehabilitation of the buildings, the project included construction of a community center and the
conversion of a public street into a pedestrian park and playground. Parkways transformed the Parkside
area and reinstalled hope in South Shore as a whole. The project also "had positive spillover effects far
records indicate that in 1920 the buildings and Pickerts Wharf were owned by the Boston Storage Company and the two southern
piers were owned by the Bay State Fishing Company (whose President was also the Treasurer of Boston Storage). In 1928, Bay
State purchased the buildings, as well.
6 City Lands and South Shore Bank were subsidiaries of the Illinois Neighborhood Development Corporation, now Shorebank
Corporation.
7 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1996 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1996).
8 Richard P. Taub, Community Capitalism (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1988), 21 and 35.
9 Ibid., 90.
10 Sylvia Lewis, "The Bank With a Heart," Planning, April 1993, 24-25.
beyond the effort itself .... [R]enovation began in earnest on many nearby buildings, so that by the end
of 1985, dreadfully unmaintained structures were the exception rather than the rule." 1
Parkways demonstrates the following lessons:
e Catalytic projects must be large-scale, dramatic interventions. South Shore Bank's earlier efforts in
Parkside, using targeted home improvement lending to combat deterioration and encourage
investment in the area, were too small to restore owners' confidence that the market would support
new investment. Only after Parkways was completed were significant numbers of other owners
willing to risk their own money by fixing up their properties.
* Subsidized catalytic projects encourage additional, unsubsidized investment. After Parkways was
developed, South Shore Bank began lending to surrounding owners and small-time contractors ("ma
and pa rehabbers") to fix up the three- and six-flats in between the larger buildings. The project
became a model for future cooperation between City Lands and South Shore Bank that has generated
approximately 5.5 units of unsubsidized rehabilitation financed by the Bank for every subsidized unit
in South Shore developed by City Lands and other Shorebank affiliates.'
e Catalytic projects must be highly visible in the community. Parkways was successful in achieving
spread effects and improving confidence in South Shore in part because of its highly visible location
along 67th Street, a principal street and gateway to the neighborhood.
Lithgow Block
The Lithgow block is a key site at the center of the Codman Square section of Boston's
Dorchester neighborhood. The triangular block is crowned with the Lithgow Building, a three-story,
9,000 square foot building constructed in 1899 that fronts the Codman Square intersection. The project
also includes a new two-story commercial building with 12,000 square feet that is attached to the
Lithgow Building and runs the length of the block on Washington Street (the neighborhood's principal
commercial strip), as well as 31 units of mixed-income housing located in two new buildings running
along Lithgow and Talbot Streets. The entire block was developed between 1987 and 1991 by the
Codman Square Housing Development Corporation (CSHDC, now the Codman Square Neighborhood
Development Corporation).14
Prior to redevelopment, the site was a prominent eyesore that severely impacted perceptions of
the Codman Square area. Most of the buildings on the block were demolished by the City in the 1970s
and 1980s, the remaining structures were deteriorated and underutilized, and the Lithgow Building itself
was damaged by fire and partially abandoned in 1973. By the mid 1980s, the building was completely
abandoned and a tree grew out of a hole in the roof. The block "stood as a symbol of neighborhood
decay."15
The $7.8 million project, financed with a variety of federal, state, City, and private funds,16
completely transformed not only the Lithgow Block but Codman Square as a whole. The development
"Taub, 124.
2 Ibid., 91-92.
' Lewis, 24.
1 Deb Chien, David Fernandes, et. al., From Despair to Development: An Evaluation of the Lithgow Residential and
Commercial Projects (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of Government, 1996), 7-8, class project
paper.
" Ibid., 2.
16 The $4.8 million residential project was financed with a first mortgage loan from the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency(48% of TDC), low-income housing tax credits, Linkage funds, and a Community Development Action Grant from the City of
catalyzed further investment from private merchants and other neighborhood institutions, such as the
Codman Square Health Center, and it restored pride in the neighborhood. According to the Director of
the Health Center,
the impact of nice looking surroundings on low-income people cannot be overestimated. People in
other areas now think of Codman Square as the place [to which] they'd like to move. There is less
abandonment. There is a sense of Codman Square being a better place. This is completely
attributable to the influx of capital and the redevelopment of the Lithgow Building.' 7
The Lithgow project highlights the following lessons:
e Catalytic projects can have an important symbolic effect on neighborhood perceptions. Just as the
prominent, abandoned Lithgow building was an open scar, symbolizing the decline of the Codman
Square area and its commercial district, the redevelopment of the block and its anchor building have
renewed a sense of optimism in the community. The project was also a focal point of community
efforts and remains a source of neighborhood pride.
* Catalytic projects can be expensive. The Lithgow project was extremely costly, with total
development costs exceeding $155,000 per unit for the residential portion and $120 per square foot
for the commercial portion (including both new construction and rehabilitation). Both the
commercial and residential portions of the project thus required large levels of subsidy from several
sources. This high cost underscores the fact that catalyst projects are often infeasible without
generous subsidies. Catalytic projects can be expensive in part because they help create a market
that does not yet exist. For example, the Lithgow commercial space was intentionally developed at a
far better quality than other retail and office space in the neighborhood, necessitating rents that are
either far above the local market or subsidies to meet the gap between market rents and development
costs. However, the space was developed at a high quality in order to attract a higher caliber of retail
and office tenants to the neighborhood in the hopes of catalyzing additional higher-quality
development.
e Commercial development often follows residential development. Many CDCs have found that the
housing stock in a neighborhood must be stabilized before commercial tenants can be attracted. Less
complicated housing development projects also provide a vehicle for CDCs to gain experience in real
estate development before tackling larger or more sophisticated commercial or mixed-use
development projects (or large-scale residential projects). For example, the CSHDC spent almost 10
years developing housing before redeveloping the Lithgow block.' 8
Charlestown Navy Yard
The Charlestown Navy Yard is a 135-acre former Naval shipyard that was closed in July, 1974.19
The facility occupied almost all of Charlestown's Inner Harbor waterfront and employed 5,000 workers
before its closure. Although 30 acres-including the berth for the historic U.S.S. Constitution warship-
were added to the Boston National Historic Park in October, 1974, the Boston Redevelopment Authority
Boston's Public Facilities Department (PFD). The $3.0 million commercial project was financed with a $1.4 million shared first
mortgage from the Massachusetts Government Land Bank (now the Massachusetts Development Finance Agency) and the Bank
of Boston (now BankBoston; together the loans comprised 46% of TDC); subordinated debt from PFD, the Community
Development Finance Corporation, and the Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC); a grant from the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services' Office of Community Services; and historic preservation tax credits.
17 Bill Walzak, Director, Codman Square Health Center, quoted in Chien, 36.
" Chien, 33.
19 Victor Karen, "The Charlestown Navy Yard," Commentary, Fall 1994, 4.
(BRA) was left to find uses for the 105 acres that remained. 20 After initial efforts to attract a major
institutional user-including General Dynamics, the Kennedy Library, and the Massachusetts College of
Art-proved unsuccessful, the BRA added the Navy Yard to its Charlestown Urban Renewal Area in
1976 and began planning how to redevelop the property.
The BRA invested heavily in both time and money to prepare the site for private investment.
First, since the entire Navy Yard was a National Historic Landmark, the BRA spent several years
working with the U.S. Department of Interior to create design guidelines for redevelopment. The agency
also submitted Environmental Impact Reports for the entire Navy Yard and negotiated their approvals.
As a result of these two actions, the BRA was able to offer Navy Yard sites pre-permitted to developers.
A second major step was attracting a private partner, Immobiliare Canada (a subsidiary of the Italian real
estate giant Societa Generale Immobiliare), to develop the Navy Yard's 58-acre New Development Area
(NDA). The BRA tentatively designated Immobiliare New England (INE, a joint venture between
Societa Generale Immobiliare and ICOS, a large Italian construction company) as the NDA's master
developer in 1977 . Third, and most importantly, the BRA invested over $13 million in infrastructure
improvements at the Navy Yard, including extensive demolition of non-historic structures, environmental
remediation, over $5 million in new utility connections, street improvements (including a new entrance to
the Navy Yard), and over $5 million on public spaces-most notably Shipyard Park. Demolition and
construction began in 1978, but the major utility work was not completed until 1982 and the first phase
of Shipyard park was not completed until 1983. Finally, the BRA negotiated a Massachusetts 121a tax
abatement agreement for the Navy Yard and succeeded in getting it designated a Commercial Area
Revitalization District so that development projects could qualify for Industrial Revenue Bond financing
and other state economic development incentives.24
The Navy Yard's first private development project was Constitution Quarters, a 367-unit, market-
rate apartment project developed by INE between 1979 and 1982. The $30 million project involved the
conversion of four former Navy buildings on the waterfront and was financed with a low-interest loan
from the federal government.2 Although it was isolated and surrounded by construction when it opened,
Constitution Quarters leased up in 12 months and became a "modest financial success." 26 The project
was followed by a new marina in 1983 (developed by INE), 60 new townhouses on the water in 1984
(INE), a converted office building in 1985 (Incubator Associates), a 600,000 sq. ft. converted
office/research & development facility in 1986 (Congress Group), 64 more new waterfront townhouses in
1987 (INE), and 201 luxury condominiums in 1990 (Raymond Group),27 among other developments.28
By 1994, approximately 2.5 million square feet had been developed at the Navy Yard, including 1,086
29units of housing. Private investment at the Navy Yard exceeded $500 million and nearly 3,000
20 David Laird Ashton Gordon, Implementing Urban Waterfront Redevelopment (D.Des. thesis, Harvard University, 1994), p. 5-9.21 Ibid., pp. 5-7 and D-3.
2 INE received final designation in 1978, and INE loaned the BRA the $1.7 million necessary to purchase the NDA from the U.S.
Government Services Administration in 1979.
2 Gordon, pp. 5-15 and 7-9; Karen, 7.
4 Ibid., pp. 5-14 and D-5.
2 Ibid., pp. D-4 and D-5; Jeffrey P. Brown and Lois Levit Basilio, "Redevelopment of the Charlestown Navy Yard" (Boston: Boston
Redevelopment Authority, 1987), unpaginated. Three buildings were converted to apartments and the fourth was converted into a
parking garage.
26 Ibid., p. 5-17.
27 The Raymond Group bought ICOS in 1986, gaining control of INE's rights as the NDA's master developer.
28 Ibid., pp. D-5 through D-7; Ralph Memolo, "Charlestown Navy Yard Reborn, Urban Land, October 1993, 63.
29 Karen, 7. Almost 30 percent of the housing (323 units) was developed as affordable housing.
permanent jobs had been created.3 0 The cost to the BRA was approximately $25 million: $15 million on
site acquisition and improvements, and $10 million in operating expenses.3 1
Several lessons may be learned from the Navy Yard's experience:
" Needfor public-sector investment. The BRA invested over $13 million in infrastructure
improvements at the Navy Yard, largely before any private development occurred. This public
investment was necessary to make private development feasible at what was formerly a relatively
inaccessible, outmoded, contaminated site.
e Rental projects can develop a market for homeownership. INE determined that homebuyers would
be reluctant to risk their savings before a critical mass of development at the Navy Yard could
demonstrate the area's attractiveness as a new neighborhood and viability for private investment.
Thus, INE's first projects were a large rental apartment development and a marina. Their subsequent
townhouse condominium project sold quickly, and many buyers were existing tenants at Constitution
Quarters and the marina.32
e Large-scale redevelopment projects can take years to complete. Although the BRA's large-scale
investment at the Navy Yard did catalyze private development, eight years elapsed between the
Naval Shipyard's closure and the opening of the first development at the site. Now, more than 20
years after the BRA began work on the Navy Yard, redevelopment is still far from complete. The
Yards-End area remains undeveloped, with a proposed 1.1 million square foot biomedical research
center and a major public attraction yet to be built.
Objectives of this Analysis
With these lessons in mind, the remainder of this paper examines the potential for redeveloping
the Deran property as a catalyst for future development of the East Boston waterfront. To accomplish
this, the analysis is broken down as follows:
* Chapter II examines the context in which redevelopment would take place by analyzing the
demographics and land uses of East Boston and its waterfront, describing the Deran Site, and
discussing current and future development on the Boston Harbor.
* Chapter III presents a preliminary analysis of potential uses for the Deran property, utilizing the
following criteria: NOAH's development objectives, community objectives, the property's physical
and locational constraints and opportunities, and the regulatory environment. The analysis concludes
that maritime industrial and residential uses should be studied in more depth.
* Chapter IV analyzes maritime industrial uses by examining the feasibility of developing a marine-
oriented small business incubator at the Deran property. Financial analyses are presented,
demonstrating that such development would require large public sector subsidies.
* Chapter V compares the residential scenario currently under consideration by NOAH, which would
also require substantial public subsidies in order to be feasible.
' Ibid., 4 and 7.
" Ibid., 5.
32 Gordon, p. 5-18.
3 The New England Aquarium proposed relocating to the Navy Yard in 1988 but abandoned its plans in 1991 after the real estate
market collapsed. The Aquarium is currently building expansion space at its existing Central Wharf location, instead.
* Finally, Chapter VI returns to the discussion of catalytic development presented in this chapter and
analyzes the two development scenarios in light of these lessons and NOAH's original objectives.
Recommendations for the project and its potential as a catalyst are also offered. The analysis
suggests that the Deran property offers significant challenges for redevelopment and that other sites
closer to Maverick Square might be more appropriate for a catalytic anchor project.
However, we turn first to a presentation of the context for development, presented in Chapter II.
II. CONTEXT: EAST BOSTON AND THE BOSTON HARBOR
East Boston
East Boston is a neighborhood of 31,000 people3 4 located on a peninsula across the Boston Inner
Harbor from the rest of Boston and connected by land only to the City of Revere (a map is included as
Exhibit 1). Bridges connect East Boston with Chelsea and Winthrop, while tunnels and ferry service link
the community with downtown, the North End, and South Boston. The community's strategic location
has shaped much of its history and development.
East Boston was originally made up of five islands in the Boston Harbor-Noddle's, Hog,
Governor's, Apple, and Bird-surrounded by tidal flats. Most of East Boston's residential and
commercial areas were formerly Noddle's Island, which was annexed by the City of Boston in 1637.36
The East Boston Company, organized and led by Gen. William Sumner, purchased the island in 1833 and
immediately began developing it as a trading center, vacation resort, and desirable residential
community. The island soon became a center of the wooden shipbuilding industry. After the industry
declined in the 1870s, East Boston became home to other, non-water dependent industry and to
successive waves of immigrants. Large homes were subdivided or demolished and replaced with triple-
deckers and tenements. As the community grew, the tidal flats were filled in until the islands were
connected to each other and with the North Shore.
Demographics
Today East Boston retains its character as an immigrant community. However, the
neighborhood's large Italian-American population3 -which has dominated East Boston since the early
1900s-is shrinking in the face of a rapidly growing Latino (particularly Colombian and Salvadoran)
community, and a smaller, but also growing, Asian community (particularly Vietnamese, Chinese and
Cambodian). The 1990 Census found 17.6 percent of East Boston residents to be of Hispanic origin,
compared to 2.9 percent in 1980. Asians accounted for 4.0 percent of East Boston residents in 1990,
compared to 0.4 percent in 1980.39 As a whole, East Boston's population grew 2.4 percent during the
decade (from 32,178 to 32,941) since the influx of Latino and Asian residents outpaced the 19.0 percent
decline in the neighborhood's non-Hispanic white population.40 The Latino and Asian populations have
continued to grow since 1990-Latinos may now account for 40 percent or more of East Boston's
3 Claritas data cited in the Boston Globe, 12 February 1997, A23.
3s The Boston 200 Corporation, "East Boston," Boston 200 Neighborhood History Series (Boston: The Boston 200 Corporation,
1976), 1-2. Marshy Bird Island sank into the Harbor in the early 1800s before it was developed.
36 Boston Redevelopment Authority District Planning Program, "East Boston: Background Information, Planning Issues and
Preliminary Neighborhood Improvement Strategies" (Boston: City of Boston, 1975), 3.
1 Boston 200, 3.
38 East Boston also has a much smaller, but still significant, population of Irish-American residents.
39 U.S. Census STF1 data cited in East Boston Planning District, Rolf Goetze and Mark R. Johnson (Boston: Boston
Redevelopment Authority Policy Development and Research Department, 1992), P2.
* Ibid., P2.
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residents 41-but they are apparently no longer outpacing the white exodus: East Boston's total
population is estimated to have declined 6.4 percent to 30,821 in 1996.42
East Boston had 13,417 households in 1990.43 The average household size was 2.43, with one-
third (33.0 percent) of all households consisting of a single person, 60.2 percent consisting of families,
and 6.8 percent consisting of other types of households.44 East Boston had 19 percent more families and
eight to 16 percent more three- to five-person households than did the city as a whole, while the
neighborhood had seven percent fewer single-person households than the City of Boston.4 5 This supports
the common perception of East Boston as a relatively family-oriented community.
Although the median age in East Boston was 27.5 in 1990, the community had both a higher
percentage of children (0-14) and of older residents (45 and older) than the city as a whole, while having
fewer 15-44 year-olds.46 Particularly noteworthy was the relative concentration of 65-84 year-olds in
East Boston (39-46 percent more than the city average), who made up 18.0 percent of neighborhood
residents in 1990.47 Almost all (95.3 percent) of these elderly residents were non-Hispanic whites,
suggesting that the Italian-American and other white population is aging. In contrast, Hispanics made up
25.1 to 28.3 percent of the population aged 15-24, while accounting for only 17.6 percent of East
Boston's total population. Thus, the younger generation seems to be increasingly Latino. East Boston's
Asian population was even younger in 1990, representing 6.6 to 8.5 percent of the population 0-14 years
old, in spite of Asians' 4.0 percent share of East Boston's entire population.48
East Boston is a working-class community, with a 1989 median household income of $22,925
(79 percent of the citywide average). The community was 14th out of Boston's 16 neighborhoods in
terms of household income, with only Roxbury and Fenway/Kenmore Square having lower medians.
The 1989 median family income in East Boston was $27,059 (also 79 percent of the Boston average), or
13th out of 16. In spite of relatively low incomes, however, East Boston had only a slightly higher
proportion of residents below the poverty line-19.3 percent-than did the city as a whole (18.7
percent), a lower proportion than six other neighborhoods.4 9 By 1996, East Boston's estimated median
household income had risen to $27,188 (22nd of the city's 28 residential ZIP codes).50 This represented
an 18.6 percent increase from 1989, but it is less than the increase in the consumer price index during
that period.
The community also boasts one of the lowest crime rates in Boston, with little gang activity.51 In
1995, East Boston also experienced the largest decrease in crime of any neighborhood in Boston: more
than 22 percent.52
Thus it appears that East Boston remains a predominantly working class, family neighborhood,
even as it transitions ethnically from a predominantly white to a more heterogeneous, though primarily
41 Boston Globe, 22 December 1996, City Weekly p. 8.
42 Comparison of Claritas data cited in the Boston Globe and 1990 U.S. Census STF1 data cited in Goetze and Johnson, Pl.
43 Goetze and Johnson, P10.
44Ibid.
41 Ibid., P9-P10.
4 Ibid., P5 and P6A.
47 Ibid., P6 and P6A.
48 Ibid., P6.
49 U.S. Census STF3 data cited in Ways to Look at Boston, Rolf Goetze (Boston: City of Boston, 1995), 9-11.
50 Claritas data cited in Boston Globe.
si East Boston Comprehensive Community Planning Initiative, "Community Planning Day Issue Reports" (East Boston:
Neighborhood of Affordable Housing, 1996), 31-33, unpublished briefing materials.
52 Ibid., 31.
Latino, community. The struggle to integrate new residents does not appear to have caused the
disinvestment or large-scale social problems often feared during periods of rapid racial or ethnic change.
Land Uses
East Boston is a mixed-use community, with residential, commercial and industrial areas packed
densely into the western and northern portions of the neighborhood and a large commercial airport
occupying the eastern portion.
Infrastructure and Other Regional Uses
Approximately 60 percent53 of East Boston's 4.51 square mile land area54 is occupied by Logan
International Airport. Logan is the fifteenth busiest airport in the U.S., serving 25 million passengers
annually. 55 Fifteen thousand people in 130 companies work at the Airport, making it by far the largest
employer in East Boston.56 Originally an unpaved landing field on muddy tidal flats when it opened in
1923, Logan grew dramatically during the 1950s and 1960s both through landfill operations57 and by
expanding into the East Boston neighborhood.58 The airport's owner, the Massachusetts Port Authority
(Massport), has been a major player in East Boston since its creation in 1959.59
In addition to the airport itself, Massport owns almost 100 other parcels around the airport's
periphery and along the waterfront," including several large parcels encompassing the entirety of the
Marginal Street waterfront: the 23-acre Piers One and Three parcel,61 the newly constructed Piers Park
on Pier Four, the vacant Pier Five parcel, the Boston Marine Works facility (developed by Cashman
Marine under long-term lease from Massport) on the site of the former Bethlehem Steel shipyard, and the
vacant Naval Fuel Pier east of the Boston Marine Works property.6 2
East Boston also hosts several other regional infrastructure land uses, including the Sumner,
Callahan, and Ted Williams tunnels; the East Boston Expressway and William McClellan Highway
(Route 1A); the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) Blue line right-of-way and Orient
Heights maintenance yard; and the large Mobil Oil Terminal on the Chelsea River (known locally as
Chelsea Creek). Besides the airport, major employers in the neighborhood include the Suffolk Downs
Race Track, the MBTA, and the East Boston Neighborhood Health Center.
5 Boston Redevelopment Authority Policy Development and Research Department, "East Boston Centralized Land Use
Information System Final Report to the CLUIS Subcommittee of the East Boston Planning and Zoning Advisory Committee"
(Boston: Boston Redevelopment Authority, 1989), 6.
54 Goetze and Johnson, Pl.
ss Robert Famighetti (ed.), 1997 World Almanac and Book of Facts (Mahwah, NJ: K-III Reference Corporation, 1996).
56 The Center for Airport Management, "East Boston: Enhancing Economic Development Opportunities, Accessing Logan
Businesses and Employees" (Boston: Massport-Logan International Airport Impacted Communities Program, 1994), 1.
s7 The former Governor's, Apple, and Bird Islands, and their tidal flats, have all been incorporated into the airport.
s5 The airport expansion included takings of Wood Island Park and houses along Neptune Road and Maverick Street. A total of
178 units in 67 dwellings along Neptune Road were ultimately condemned or purchased by Massport (Boston Globe, 27 April
1997, City Weekly p. 8).
59 Marian Scott Moffett, The Physical Development of East Boston (M.ArchAS thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
1973), 92.
* BRA Policy Development and Research Department, 16.
61 Boston Globe, 24 June 1990, A17.
62 Fort Point Associates, "Port of Boston Economic Development Plan: Existing Conditions Report" (Boston: Massachusetts
Port Authority and the City of Boston, 1995), p. 4-2, draft.
Housing
Excluding the airport, 21 percent of East Boston's land area is used for housing.63 The 1990
Census found 14,810 housing units in East Boston, a 1.8 percent increase from 1980. Owner-occupancy
in 1990, at 26.5 percent of all units, was slightly below the Boston average (28.1 percent). 6 The number
of vacant units declined by 12.7 percent between 1980 and 1990 (to 9.4 percent of all units), but
remained slightly above the Boston average (8.9 percent). 65 Over two-thirds (67.6 percent) of East
Boston's housing stock was built before 1940.66
East Boston's residential areas include five sub-neighborhoods: Jeffries Point (between the
airport and the Inner Harbor), Maverick Square, Central Square, Eagle Hill (between the Inner Harbor
and Chelsea Creek), and Orient Heights (the northern portion of the community near Revere). The
community's housing stock is predominantly two- to three-family structures (including many "triple
deckers," common in the Boston area). Some single family housing exists in Orient Heights and
elsewhere, while two- and three-family rowhouses are common particularly in Maverick Square. Small
apartment buildings are also located throughout the community.
East Boston has three public housing developments owned by the Boston Housing Authority
(BHA): Maverick Gardens (414 family units in a block between New, Maverick, Havre, and Sumner
Streets facing the waterfront, completed in 1942),67 Orient Heights Public Housing (354 family units on
the north side of Breed's Hill overlooking Revere, completed in 1955),68 and the Heritage (300 units of
elderly housing along the waterfront at Maverick Square, completed in 1975).69 Together these
developments have almost 1,100 units, accounting for 7.2 percent of East Boston's housing units. In
addition, two large, privately owned, subsidized housing projects have been developed in East Boston-
Shore Plaza East (380 units of family housing along the Inner Harbor at the mouth of Chelsea Creek,
completed in 1975 and now an expiring use project)70 and Brandywine Village (a 402-unit former
expiring use project in Orient Heights that is now permanent affordable housing)71-and approximately
500 more units in private housing are subsidized with the Section 8 Certificates administered by the
72BHA. Many smaller affordable housing projects, including several on or near the waterfront, have been
developed throughout the community by the East Boston Community Development Corporation
(EBCDC) and by NOAH. In all, approximately 2,500 units in East Boston (17.1 percent of all housing
units) are subsidized.
63 BRA Policy Development and Research Department, 14.
" Goetze and Johnson, H1; Goetze, 9.
65 Ibid.
66 Rolf Goetze and Mark R. Johnson, East Boston: 29 Page Profile (Amherst, MA: Massachusetts Institute for Social and
Economic Research, 1993), 24.
67 Moffett, 98-99.
68 Ibid., 99.
69 BRA District Planning Program, 8 and 18.70 Ibid., 8. Expiring use projects are rental housing developments that were developed in the 1960s and 1970s with HUD
mortgage interest subsidies in exchange for keeping rents affordable to low- and moderate-income households. Owners of these
projects could pre-pay their mortgages after 20-years, thereby eliminating income and rent restrictions. Many owners are now
pre-paying, causing the use-restrictions to expire.
71 Ibid., 8.
72 The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)'s Section 8 Program offers both certificates to tenants and
contracts to landlords that keep private housing units affordable to low-income individuals and families. In both cases, HUD
pays the difference between 30% of the tenant's household income (tenant contribution, which includes an allowance for
utilities) and the unit's rent, which cannot exceed HUD-defined "fair market rent" for the area. Although the program is being
phased out and no new certificates or contracts are being offered, thousands of families still rely on Section 8 rental subsidies.7 Figure includes an estimated 120 units of rental housing developed by EBCDC and 63 units of rental housing developed by
NOAH.
The 1990 real estate crash seriously affected the East Boston housing market. Real estate values,
which rose dramatically during the 1980s, collapsed when the market crashed in 1989-90. The
neighborhood experienced 471 foreclosures between 1988 and May, 1994, ranking second only to
Codman Square within the city.74 The most common foreclosures were condominiums (45.2 percent)
and three-unit buildings (26.3 percent), typically owned by investor-owners who had purchased them at
inflated prices in the 1980s. In the last few years, however, the East Boston housing market has begun to
recover. For example, although the 1996 median selling price ($90,000) was 10th of 11 Boston
neighborhoods reported (ranking above only Roxbury), this was a 20 percent increase over the 1995
median price (the second largest increase of the 11).75 Rents have also seen steep increases, particularly
within the last year as rent control has been phased out across the city and state. Like the rest of the city,
the East Boston rental market is now very tight, with short turnover periods between tenants and many
landlords not even advertising to find new tenants. 76
Open Space
East Boston has historically had little open space. Wood Island Park, a 65-acre greenspace on
the Boston Harbor designed by Frederick Law Olmstead, was taken by Massport over vigorous
community opposition in 1966 for the expansion of Runway 15R at Logan Airport.7 7 Although replaced
with the 34-acre Constitution (Shea's) Beach and the 15,000 seat East Boston Memorial Stadium (18
acres),78 the destruction of Wood Island Park has left East Boston with only 110 acres of public open
space, or 63.6 percent of the city average per thousand people. 9 However, several new open spaces have
been developed in the last 20 years, including Lo Presti (North Ferry) Park (11 acres along the Sumner
Street waterfront developed in the early 1970s),80 Belle Isle Marsh Reservation (a 26-acre preserve of the
last remaining salt marsh in the City of Boston), the East Boston Harborwalk at Logan Airport
(developed by Massport in the early 1990s), two community gardens, and Piers Park Phase I (completed
in 1994). The East Boston Greenway, a project to convert the former Conrail tracks into a linear park
running the length of East Boston from Piers Park to Belle Isle Marsh, is now being planned,81 and
Massport has promised to complete Piers Park Phases II-III, on the dilapidated Pier Three.
Commercial Uses
East Boston's commercial areas districts are centered around Central Square, Maverick Square,
and Day Square. The largest commercial development is the Liberty Shopping Center, a community strip
shopping center that backs onto the Inner Harbor at Central Square, which includes a supermarket,
Woolworth, Blockbuster Video, and several smaller stores. The first Shaw's supermarket in the City of
Boston is currently under construction next to the center and will replace the existing Liberty Market
when it is completed. Most other commercial space in East Boston is of the traditional neighborhood
retail type, and most tenants are Mom & Pop stores rather than chains or franchises. Few, if any,
vacancies exist in Maverick or Central Squares or along Meridian Street, the major commercial
thoroughfare that connects them.
74 Boston Globe, 21 August 1994, A96.
75 Banker and Tradesman data cited in "Our Towns" (Boston Magazine, April 1997 and April 1996). Data for Back Bay/Beacon
Hill, the South End, Fenway/Kenmore, North Dorchester, and Central (downtown) was not available.
76 Boston Globe, 22 December 1996, City Weekly p.1; The Tab, 17 September 1996, 15.
77 BRA District Planning Program, 8; Moffett, 96.
78 Boston Redevelopment Authority, "East Boston" (Boston: City of Boston, c. 1969), 15; Moffett, 98;
79 East Boston Comprehensive Community Planning Initiative, 8.80 BRA District Planning Program, 8.
81 "Mayor Creates New Park System," [Boston] City Record 87 (11 December 1995), 1013.
82 However, the supermarket may not use the Shaw's name.
Industrial Uses
Although East Boston developed as an active industrial center in the mid 19th Century, much of
this industry has since left the neighborhood. However, some manufacturing remains, including the New
England Casket Company on Bennington Street in Orient Heights and the Goddess Bra Factory on Porter
Street in Jeffries Point.83 Other industries, some but not all marine-related, are located on or near the
waterfront. However, a significant amount of this property is vacant or underutilized.
Waterfront Uses
East Boston's working waterfront includes a variety of marine-related companies, as shown in
Table 1. These include Boston's two tug boat companies (Boston Towing and Transportation and Bay
State Towing), a marine construction company (Cashman), and the Mobil Oil Terminal. The major
waterfront service infrastructure consists of Massport's Pier One, the Boston Marine Works (on the site
of the former Bethlehem Shipyard), the Mobil petroleum terminal, and two facilities owned by Boston
Towing and Transportation (BTT).
As Table 2 shows, however, the vast majority of East Boston's waterfront is no longer used for
marine-related purposes. Uses now include the airport, several parks, housing, vacant land, a shopping
center, manufacturing, and a public school. Much of the waterfront, particularly along the Inner Harbor,
remains underutilized, with many abandoned or partially occupied buildings and three large, vacant
parcels:
e Boston East: A 12-acre site on Border Street that includes most of the waterfront between Central
Square and Maverick Street. The former site of the Atlantic Works Shipyard, where America's first
iron steamship was built in 1857,8 the parcel is now owned by the City of Boston and has been the
subject of numerous development proposals for over 25 years. Proposals have ranged from high-rise
luxury or mixed-income housing to, most recently, proposals for a maritime museum or shipbuilding
training academy.
* Clippership Wharf A 13-acre parcel bordered by Lewis Street, the Boston police trailers, the
Heritage apartments, Msgr. Jacobbee Road, and vacant land along Sumner Street. The property
offers striking views of downtown Boston and was the site of the proposed $100 million Clippership
Wharf luxury condominium development in the 1980s. The Clippership project faced community
opposition until it was scaled back from 420 units to 370 units and modified to include 55 units of
moderate-income rental housing, extensive public space, and contributions to several community85projects. The development finally won BRA approval in 1989 but was never built due to the real
estate crash immediately thereafter. In December 1996 the Archdiocese of Boston announced its
intention to develop the site in conjunction with the redevelopment of the nearby Maverick Gardens
public housing development,86 but the Archdiocese abandoned its plans in early 1997 after the BHA
decided not to apply for federal HOPE VI funds for Maverick Gardens.
83 Though the Goddess facility is currently on the market.
8 Boston 200, 16.8 5 Boston Globe, 14 June 1989, 32; community interviews.
86 The Pilot, 20 December 1996.
Table 1
East Boston Marine-Related Industrial Uses on the Waterfront
a.. grain dok 2_ drdcs 4.piers.an
Watrfrnt tretntiyrescreationamri.
Boston Harbor 1256 Saratoga St. boat yard Adjacent to the Saratoga St. bridge.
Phases InannII
Boston Inner Harbor 233-277 Marginal St. Boston Marine Works 230,000 sq. ft. marine industrial park.The 18 tenants include Cashman Marine,
Cashman Equipment, Boston Duck
Tours, several import-export businesses,
a graving dock, 2 drydocks, 4 piers, and
a recreational marina.
Boston Inner Harbor Marginal St. Pier Three Mostly vacant pier owned by Massport.
Currently used by four lobstermen,
planned for development as Piers Park
Phases II and III.
Boston Inner Harbor 1 South Bremen St. Pier One Massport-owned pier and enclosed shed
housing several marine uses, including
the Boston Harbor Pilots base, Bay State
Towing, and Boston Marine Transport.
Maritime museum proposed for the site.
Boston Innvmney S t. East Boston CDC Former Hodge Boiler Works facility.
Purchased by EBCDC in June 1996 for
$440,000.
Boston Inner Harbor 36-40 New St. Boston Towing & Towing, petroleum transportation, ship
Transportation (BTT) handling, and boat storage facility.
Boston Inner Harbor 334-400 Border St. Boston Towing & Former General Ship facility purchased
Transportation (BTT) in 1995 by BTT.
Boston Inner Harbor Condor St. Bang Corp. Boatyard, ship repair, and boat storage.
Chelsea River Nay St. Perini Dock Boatyard adjacent to the McArdle
Bridge.
Chelsea River Nay St. Unknown Salt storage terminal.
Chelsea River W. Eagle St. Channel Fish Seafood processing factory.
Chelsea River Chelsea St. Mobil Oil Petroleum storage terminal.
Table 2
East Boston Non-Maritime Industrial Uses on the Waterfront
Belle Isle Inlet McClellan Hwy. Suffolk Downs Race Horse racing track on the border between
Track Boston and Revere.
Belle Isle Inlet Bennington St. Belle Isle Marsh Public open space marsh, owned by the
Reservation Metropolitan District Commission
(MDC).
Belle Isle Inlet Edward Rd. MBTA Orient MBTA Blue Line maintenance facility.
Heights Yard
Belle Isle Inlet Saratoga St. vacant land North side of Saratoga St., adjacent to the
MBTA Yard.
Boston Harbor Saratoga St. vacant land Large tract with one house on the South
side of Saratoga St., next to the boatyard.
Boston Harbor Bayswater St. housing Urban Wilds open space along Bayswater
St., owned by Massport. Houses line the
other side of the street.
Boston Harbor Gold Star St. housing Open land along Gold Star St. owned by
Massport. Houses line the other side of
the street.
Boston Harbor Gold Star St. marina Power boat marina.
Boston Harbor Barnes Ave. Constitution Beach Public beach and park, owned by the
MDC.
Boston Harbor 163-183 Coleridge housing 3-block stretch between Constitution
St. Beach and the airport.
Boston Harbor Coleridge St. vacant land Small peninsula behind the houses,
adjacent to Logan Airport.
Boston Harbor East Boston Expwy. Logan International Major commercial airport.
Airport
Boston Inner Harbor East Boston Expwy. Ted Williams Tunnel Entrance to the third Harbor Tunnel,
connecting the airport and South Boston.
Jeffries Cove Harborside Dr. Harborwalk Public space along airport perimeter.
Both a public park and a new runway have
been proposed for the Harborwalk's end.
Jeffries Cove Harborside Dr. Harborside Hyatt 270-room airport hotel and 20,000 sq. ft.
Hotel conference center, completed in 1993.
Jeffries Cove Harborside Dr. Airport water shuttle Ferry service between the airport and
downtown.
Jeffries Cove Harborside Dr. Logan Office Center 180,000 sq. ft. office building at Logan
Airport.
Jeffries Cove Maverick St. Dobbs Flight Airport-related business.
Kitchens
Jeffries Cove 399 Maverick St. Anna DeFranzo Senior citizens service center.
Senior Center
Jeffries Cove Sumner St. Joe Porzio Park City park.
Jeffries Cove Marginal St. Jeffries Yacht Club Private marina.
Boston Inner Harbor Marginal St. Naval Fuel Pier Massport-owned vacant land to the east of
the Boston Marine Works.
Boston Inner Harbor Marginal St. Massport Pier Five Vacant land between the Boston Marine
Works and Piers Park, owned by
Massport. New lobster terminal has been
proposed for the site.
Boston Inner Harbor Marginal St. Piers Park Massport-owned public park, completed
in 1994.
Boston Inner Harbor Lewis St. MBTA Ferry Passenger ferry service to Long Wharf in
terminal downtown.
Boston Inner Harbor 25-65 Lewis St. vacant land 13-acre former Clippership Wharf site.
Boston Inner Harbor 123-127 Sumner St. vacant land EBCDC-owned parcel adjacent to the
former Hodge Boiler Works.
Boston Inner Harbor Sumner St. Lo Presti Park City park.
Boston Inner Harbor 6-26 New St. Tarvis Distribution Warehouse building used for storage, with
Services (a.k.a., space leased to Pilot Air Freight and
Varick Enterprises) Seacrest Foods.
Boston Inner Harbor 60 Border St. Wigglesworth Waterfront portion of the site appears to
Machinery be used by BTT.
Boston Inner Harbor 80 Border St. Super Electronics Former Atlantic Works building, currently
for sale or lease.
Boston Inner Harbor 102-122 Border St. vacant land 12-acre former "Boston East" site, owned
by the City.
Boston Inner Harbor 170 Border St. abandoned buildings Former office and warehouse buildings.
Boston Inner Harbor 174-226 Border St. Liberty Plaza Strip shopping center (Liberty Market,
Woolworth, Blockbuster video, CVS,
Golden Bowl Chinese, Radio Shack,
Payless Shoes, McDonalds) with vacant
land and deteriorated piers in back along
the waterfront.
Boston Inner Harbor 246-276 Border St. Shaws Supermarket Supermarket now under construction on
former lobster and seafood facility site,
with vacant land and a water taxi dock in
back, along the waterfront.
Boston Inner Harbor 298-310 Border St. Umana-Barnes Public school and community center.
Middle School/
Harborside
Community School
Boston Inner Harbor 408-826 Border St. Shore Plaza East 340-unit affordable housing development.
Chelsea River Condor St. marina Recreational marina with three piers.
Chelsea River Condor St. warehouse Located between the marina and the oil
tanks.
Chelsea River Condor St. Amerada Hess Oil Former petroleum storage terminal, now
Terminal closed.
Chelsea River Condor St. housing and Condor St. directly fronts the waterfront
commercial uses for one block.
Chelsea River Condor St. vacant land 6.3 acre Urban Wilds parcel owned by the
City.
Chelsea River W. Eagle St. vacant land City-owned parcel recently designated as
site of a new police station and
Department of Public Works garage.
Chelsea River Chelsea St. industrial Industrial facility adjacent to the Chelsea
St. Bridge.
Chelsea River McClellan Hwy. Boston & Maine Railroad tracks front the waterfront.
Railroad Expressway and several
warehouse/distribution facilities are
adjacent to the tracks.
Chelsea River McClellan Hwy. airport-related use Rental car storage facility.
e Pier Three: Bounded by Pier One, Marginal Street, and Piers Park, Massport's Pier Three is mostly
abandoned except for a small portion used by four lobstermen. According to Massport staff, the Pier
will be redeveloped as part of Phases H and III of Piers Park, possibly including a maritime
museum.
87 Interview with George Kristoferson, Massport, 9 April 1997.
These parcels, and the other abandoned or underutilized property described in Table 2, have
isolated East Boston from its waterfront. Although new open spaces such as Piers Park and the Belle Isle
Marsh have helped reconnect East Boston with its waterfront, developments such as Liberty Plaza and
the Umana-Barnes Middle School ignore and even disguise the fact that they are located on the Harbor.
Strengthening connections between the East Boston community and its once prosperous, now derelict,
waterfront is an important community objective and one of NOAH's chief goals in pursuing development
of the Deran property.
Boston Harbor and the Port of Boston
Since the Deran parcel, is located on the Boston waterfront, its context involves not only the East
Boston community but the Boston Harbor and Port of Boston as a whole. Thus, a description of the
Harbor and the Port follows.
Boston Harbor
The Boston Harbor is a 47 square-mile area of water extending from the southern tip of Deer
Island in Boston to Point Allerton in Hull and flowing into Massachusetts Bay.88 The Harbor includes
the following waterways: the Outer Harbor, Winthrop Harbor, the Inner Harbor, most of the Chelsea
River, the entire Mystic River, portions of the Island End and Malden Rivers, the mouth of the Charles
River, Fort Point Channel, the Reserved Channel, Pleasure Bay, Old Harbor, Dorchester Bay, a portion
of the Neponset River, Quincy Bay, the Town River, portions of the Weymouth Fore and Weymouth
Back Rivers, Hingham Harbor, and Hingham Bay (see Exhibit 2).89 The Harbor includes waterfront not
only in Boston (including Deer Island, East Boston, Charlestown, the North End, the Financial District,
South Boston, Dorchester, and the Harbor Islands), but in Winthrop, Revere, Chelsea, Everett, Medford,
Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, Braintree, Weymouth, Hingham, and Hull.
Port of Boston
The Port of Boston encompasses 16 miles of the Harbor's working waterfront, including the
Inner Harbor, the Chelsea and Mystic Rivers, Fort Point Channel, and the Reserved Channel (see Exhibit
3).9* The Port includes portions of Boston (East Boston, Charlestown, the North End, the Financial
District, and South Boston), Revere, Chelsea, and Everett. It has been one of the nation's most active
ports since the early 1600s. Today the Port handles more than $8 billion worth of goods each year and
employs over 9,000 people.91 However, it is also "currently one of the world's most expensive, least
productive seaports," losing $6 million, annually. 92 Major Port facilities include two containerized
shipping terminals (the Conley Terminal in South Boston and the Moran Terminal in Charlestown), the
Black Falcon Cruise Terminal in South Boston, the Boston Marine Industrial Park in South Boston, the
88 Navigation Data Center, The Port of Boston, Massachusetts (Washington, DC: United States Government Printing Office,
1994), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Water Resources Support Center Port Series No. 3, 1.89 Ibid., 1-6.
90 Massport and BRA/EDIC, Port of Boston Economic Development Plan (Boston: Massport and City of Boston, 1996), p. 2-1.91 Ibid., p. 2-2.
92 Boston Globe, 17 May 1997, BI, B6, interviewing Peter Blute, Executive Director, Massport.
Exhibit 2
Boston Harbor
Source: Topographic Map of Boston (1913)
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Exhibit 3
Port of Boston Map
Source: Boston Redevelopment Authority (1996)
Boston Fish Pier in South Boston, and eleven petroleum terminals (seven of which are located on
Chelsea Creek, including the Mobil Oil Terminal in East Boston).93 Massport is charged with directing
the Port's development and owns much of its infrastructure.
Current activities and plans for the Port and Harbor include the following:
e the Massachusetts Water Reclamation Authority (MWRA)'s on-going efforts to clean up the Harbor
through more environmentally sensitive sewage treatment;
* the Massachusetts Highway Department's Central Artery/Tunnel project, including the recently
opened Ted Williams Tunnel under the Inner Harbor;
e the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Boston Harbor Navigation Improvement Project, which will
dredge 2.5 million cubic yards of material in order to deepen the Inner Harbor and Chelsea Creek;
* plans to provide doublestack rail access to Boston;
e plans to replace the Chelsea Creek Bridge; and
* efforts to increase port activity, such as developing trade routes to Asia via the Suez Canal.
In 1995, the state Legislature passed the $300 million Seaport 2000 bond authorization, to
finance port-related infrastructure improvements across the state. The Massachusetts Seaport Council is
overseeing implementation of this funding.94 In 1996, the Massport and the Boston Redevelopment
Authority/Economic Development Industrial Corporation (BRA/EDIC) issued a joint Port of Boston
Economic Development Plan to coordinate Port-related economic development efforts.
Other Uses
In addition to Port-related activities, the Boston Harbor includes several tourist and recreational
facilities: the newly-designated Harbor Islands National Recreation Area, the Boston National Historic
Park, several public parks and beaches, the New England Aquarium, and a number of charter and tour
boat operations. In addition, the City has tried to develop continuous public access along the perimeter
of the city's waterfront through its Harborwalk and Harborpark programs.
The Harbor also hosts several non-water dependent uses:
* Residential uses: several condominium and townhouse developments have been built along the
waterfront in downtown, the North End, and Charlestown.
" Office space: recent waterfront office developments have included the World Trade Center Boston
on Commonwealth Pier in South Boston and the new Federal Court House on Fan Pier in South
Boston.
e Hotels: waterfront hotels include the Marriott Long Wharf and the Boston Harbor Hotel at Rowes
Wharf (both in the Financial District); the Seaport Hotel and Conference Center, now under
construction in South Boston; and the Harborside Hyatt Hotel and Conference Center at Logan
Airport.
Finally, the MWRA is also a major player in the Harbor, with its new sewage treatment plant on
Deer Island and its new sludge treatment plant at the former Fore River Shipyard in Quincy.
93 Massachusetts Port Authority, Port of Boston Handbook & Directory 1996 (Liverpool, UK, Mediafine Ltd., [1995]), 26-27.
94 Seaport Initiative, presentation by Richard Armstrong, Executive Secretary, Massachusetts Seaport Advisory Council(Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Association of Consulting Planners, 15 January 1997).
Waterfront development is intensely regulated by several City and state agencies, including the
BRA, the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Office, and the Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection. These regulations are designed to preserve maritime industrial activities in
areas where the working waterfront still exists; to promote public access to and open space along the
waterfront; and to ensure the protection of the environment. Their implementation has resulted in
lengthy and complicated permitting processes for waterfront developments. Thus, the regulatory
environment will be a critical concern for any proposed development on the Deran property and is
discussed as part of the preliminary analysis presented in Chapter III.
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III. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
As mentioned in Chapter I, NOAH currently anticipates developing the Deran property into
artist-oriented loft housing, with art-related commercial production space as well as community meeting,
gallery, and performance space on the ground floor. Given the physical, regulatory, and financial
difficulties inherent in such a development, including the need to remove the property's Designated Port
Area assignation, it is worth examining whether it is necessarily the most feasible or appropriate use for
the Site. This chapter examines the opportunities and constraints that would apply to any potential use
for the property, using several feasibility "screens," or criteria by which a number of potential uses can
be quickly evaluated. These criteria include the following:
* NOAH's development objectives for the Deran property;
* community objectives for waterfront development in East Boston;
* physical constraints and opportunities inherent in developing property (access, parking and loading,
building, and environmental issues);
* locational issues; and
* the regulatory environment, primarily the City and state land use regulations surrounding waterfront
development.
The next two chapters take the two most promising clusters of uses, as identified by this preliminary
analysis, and examine their financial feasibility in more depth.
NOAH's Development Objectives
According to Executive Director Philip Giffee, NOAH has several objectives in developing the
Deran property: 95
* Catalyzing development: NOAH wants to attract investment to East Boston and its waterfront,
demonstrating that the community is experiencing an economic rebirth. The organization hopes that
as one of the first major real estate development projects along the East Boston waterfront in many
years,96 the Deran project will stimulate private investment on other underutilized parcels.
* Controlling waterfront development: NOAH wants to ensure that the East Boston waterfront is
developed in a manner that is compatible with community goals. For example, NOAH does not want
the waterfront to become physically, economically, or socially segregated from the rest of East
Boston.
* Strengthening Maverick Square: NOAH is active in a number of projects (Maverick Square
commercial real estate development, nearby residential real estate development, the Pew-funded
Neighborhood Preservation Initiative, community planning for the East Boston Greenway and for the
redesign of the Maverick MBTA Station, and the East Boston Mains Streets program) to strengthen
95 Interview with Philip Giffee, Executive Director, NOAH, 11 February 1997.
96 The only major real estate developments along the East Boston waterfront in the last 20 years have been the redevelopment of
the former Bethlehem Shipyard into the Boston Marine Works in the mid 1980s and development of the Bird Island Flats section
of Logan Airport (office building and hotel, completed in 1993).
and revitalize the Maverick Square area. Giffee sees redevelopment of the Deran property as a piece
in this larger development plan.
" Increasing public access to the waterfront: NOAH hopes that increased public access, open space,
and public art along the water's edge will stimulate deeper connections between the East Boston
community and its waterfront.
* Increasing the community's access to views: NOAH wants the public to have regular access to space
that takes advantage of East Boston's views of the downtown skyline.
Although these objectives have led NOAH to consider, primarily, artist loft housing for the Site,
housing appears to be more of a means to an end than an end goal in itself. According to Giffee, a
commercial use that created good jobs would also be of interest to NOAH if it were financially viable.
However, uses that inhibited public access to the waterfront or that did not positively change perceptions
of the area would not be worthwhile for NOAH to pursue.
Community Objectives
As many planners have found, it is often impossible to determine a single list of what the
"community" wants. Like many communities, East Boston is heterogeneous and residents often differ in
their visions for the neighborhood. While the majority of residents may agree on some issues, such as the
need for jobs and economic development, they disagree on many other issues, especially when moving
beyond vague, overarching goals toward more specific implementation objectives. Recognizing such,
this section attempts only to identify a range of often conflicting community objectives, based on
interviews with leaders from several segments of the East Boston community97 and on materials from the
first East Boston Comprehensive Planning Charrette, sponsored by NOAH and the East Boston Land Use
Council in September, 1996.8
Community objectives for development of the East Boston waterfront range from low-rise,
contextual development to high-rise condominiums and hotels. Many residents appear to desire mixed-
use development, such as a mixture of maritime industry, open space, and housing. Attractions, such as a
museum or charter ships that draw people to the waterfront and create jobs, are also mentioned as
desirable if traffic and parking issues can be managed (e.g., if patrons visit primarily by ferry from
downtown or if the uses are less intensive, such as schooners and charter vessels).
Some community consensus appears to exist regarding the need for open space and public access
to the waterfront. In spite of many residents' strong suspicion of the agency, Massport's newly
developed Piers Park is commonly held up as a successful endeavor to create open space connections
between the community and its waterfront. Similarly, the East Boston Greenway now under
development appears to be popular with local residents.
Many East Boston residents have been very concerned in recent years both about gentrification
and about increased subsidized housing in their neighborhood. The tensions between the two are
particularly acute on the waterfront, which hosts three large, subsidized housing projects (the Heritage,
Maverick Gardens, and Shore Plaza) and upon which luxury housing has also been proposed. Although
" Interviews with Jean Riesman, community activist and former Editor, East Boston Community News; Dharmena Downey,
NOAH Community Planning Assistant and East Boston resident; Fran Riley, community leader and youth activist; Bob Megna,
Chair, East Boston Land Use Council Waterfront Committee; Mary Ellen Welch, NOAH Board President and community
activist; and Edith De Angelis, local historian and community activist.
98 East Boston Comprehensive Planning Coordinating Group, draft report of the First Community Planning Day (February 1997),
internal memorandum; and East Boston Comprehensive Planning Initiative.
opinions vary on whether East Boston has "enough" affordable housing, it is clear that many in the
community would oppose another large, low-income housing development-especially on the waterfront.
The experience of Shore Plaza (340 units of very-low income housing on the Border Street waterfront
that was originally developed as mixed-income housing), has made some East Boston residents
suspicious even of mixed-income developments." At the same time, some community residents view the
luxury housing developed at the Charlestown Navy Yard as having divided the rest of that community
from its waterfront and are concerned that upper-end housing along the East Boston waterfront could do
the same. As mentioned in Chapter II, the community spent several years fighting the proposed
Clippership Wharf condominium project until an acceptable compromise could be reached. Given the
depth of feeling and controversy surrounding this issue, the target market and proposed income mix of
any residential project in East Boston is a significant concern. The issue is of critical importance to any
large-scale, waterfront development proposal.
In the mid-1980s, Massport received popular support in its bid to purchase the former Bethlehem
Shipyard and preserve it for maritime use rather than for speculative real estate development. Many
community residents express both a nostalgia for the working waterfront of East Boston's past and a
desire to preserve what remains for marine-related industrial uses. However, it is unclear whether
residents would support new waterfront industry. In addition, waterfront uses such as the Channel Fish
Factory (with its unpleasant odors and noise) and the Mobil Oil Terminal (with its unsightly oil tanks and
environmental issues) have been unpopular with some neighbors in Eagle Hill. In the case of the Deran
property, truck access, vehicular congestion, and noise are all potential issues that could impact the
residents of the adjacent Maverick Gardens public housing development as well as residents of the
Maverick-Central Square area in general. If these issues could be solved, however, maritime or other
industrial development might be welcomed at the Site. The community does not appear to object to
Boston Towing and Transportation's operations next door, for example, since they are a relatively quiet,
low-intensity land use.100
Many people in the community have pushed for years to get a maritime museum and related uses
developed in East Boston. 101 Although such a museum has been proposed several times-most recently
for Massport's Pier One-such a development has never moved beyond the preliminary planning
stage. 102
With regards to the New Street property, it appears that either moderate/middle-income housing
or non-noxious maritime-related uses (whether industrial or recreational) would most meet community
objectives. However, any development scenario should incorporate community concerns regarding
traffic, noise, and parking, as well as public access to and open space along the waterfront. Uses that
generated heavy traffic on the existing residential roads would clearly violate these community
objectives.
* For example, several sources interviewed expressed suspicion of the Archdiocese's recent proposal to develop mixed income
housing on the Clippership Wharf site in conjunction with the redevelopment of the Maverick Gardens public housing
development.
100 However, one community resident interviewed did express concern and dissatisfaction over BTT fuel transport operations at
their Border Street facility.
101 The vision ranges from the Shining Sea Foundation's proposed $15 million project to develop a museum and home port for a
new Yankee clipper ship at Massport's Pier One and a boat-building training school at the Boston East site on Border Street; to a
Sturbridge Village-style museum at both sites (as well as the City-owned Urban Wilds Site on Condor Street), with ferry
connections between them and a pushcart market area at Maverick Square; to an immigration museum at the former immigration
station within the Boston Marine Works with ferry or trolley connections to other waterfront sites.
'0' Boston Globe, 16 February 1997, City Weekly p. 1.
Physical Constraints and Opportunities
The Deran property includes an imposing nine-story building on a critical, waterfront site.
Although these physical amenities present a valuable opportunity for redevelopment, the property also
faces a number of physical constraints in terms of access and circulation, building design, and
environmental issues. A discussion of each of these issues follows, after a brief overview of the
property.
Existing Conditions
The Deran Site is located at 6-26 New Street, at the foot of Sumner Street near Maverick Square.
As mentioned in Chapter I, the property consists of 3.9 acres (169,064 square feet) of land and wharves
extending into the Boston Inner Harbor. Approximately half of the property (1.9 acres, or 84,600 square
feet) is located above the present high water mark, and the remaining area (84,500 square feet) consists
of three wooden piers extending into the Harbor. Two of the piers are now abandoned, one of them
having largely sunken into the Harbor. The third pier, known as Pickerts (a.k.a. Picketts) Wharf, appears
to be leased to the adjacent landowner, Boston Towing and Transportation.
The Site is improved with three former factory and warehouse buildings (a Site map, existing
floor plans, and photographs are included in Exhibit 4):
e Building A: a five story, 36,430 square foot masonry building constructed in 1908. The first floor
(approximately 10,500 square feet) and 1,500 square feet of the third floor are currently leased to
Pilot Air Freight. Pilot uses the first floor for its freight forwarding operation and the third floor for
office space. The remainder of the building is used by Tarvis Distribution Service, Inc. for dry
storage. Tarvis master leases the entire Site except for Picketts Wharf and subleases the space in
Building A to Pilot on a tenant-at-will basis.
* Building B: a nine-story, 109,800 square foot concrete and masonry building constructed in 1912.
The entire building is used by Tarvis for dry storage, although it is not fully occupied.
" Building C: a three-story, 10,800 square foot concrete and masonry building constructed in 1915.
The first floor houses offices for Tarvis, the second is used for Tarvis's storage operation, and the
third floor (3,600 square feet) is subleased to Seacrest Foods for storage.
The buildings are serviced by three freight elevators and a non-functioning passenger elevator.
All buildings are fully equipped with sprinklers and emergency lighting. Restrooms are located on each
floor of Building B. The buildings are heated to warehouse level (40 degrees) by an oil-burning, low
pressure steam boiler in Building B. Additional heat is provided in some areas by gas-fired units
mounted on the ceilings.
It is assumed that demolition of the buildings would be prohibitively expensive. The
Massachusetts Highway Department recently spent $3.5 million to demolish a warehouse building near
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the World Trade Center in South Boston. o3 Given the height of the Deran buildings, their demolition
would probably be even more costly.
Access
The Deran Site's access presents both one of the biggest opportunities and one of the most
significant constraints to any redevelopment. The Site offers a unique advantage in terms of access from
the Harbor. It is located directly on the waterfront, between downtown and the Port of Boston's Moran
Container Terminal in Charlestown. The property already includes two piers that extend into the Inner
Harbor. However, the piers are substantially deteriorated and the Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection has recommended that they be replaced along with the property's seawall.
NOAH's environmental consultant has estimated that total replacement could cost more than $8
million.14
In contrast to water access, vehicular access to the Site is somewhat difficult and inconvenient.
East Boston's major transportation arteries-the Sumner and Callahan Tunnels (Route 1A) to downtown
Boston, the Ted Williams Tunnels (future Interstate 90) to South Boston, and the East Boston
Expressway (Route 1A) to the North Shore, are all designed primarily to carry traffic through East
Boston or to the airport rather than to the East Boston neighborhood itself. Access to and from each of
these arteries is complicated and involves traversing narrow, residential streets or maneuvering around
the congested Central Square intersection. While access is probably manageable for cars and small
trucks, it may not be sufficient for large trucks or for drivers unfamiliar with the area, such as tourists.
Residents of the surrounding residential neighborhood along Sumner and Maverick Streets may also
object to increased traffic, as mentioned earlier.105 For tourists, access via ferry from downtown may
prove to be more feasible, although such service could be expensive to the developer and inconvenient
for some suburban visitors.1 6
Finally, the Deran property has relatively good access to public transportation. The Maverick
subway station on the MBTA blue line is within a five-minute walk of the Site. Five MBTA bus lines
also serve the Maverick station, offering service to Revere, Chelsea, Everett, Medford, and other points
in East Boston. However, there is no bus service to the immediate vicinity of the Site, and the closest bus
stop is at Maverick Square (three blocks away).
Parking, Loading, and Vehicular Circulation
The Deran property also presents significant challenges for parking, loading, and circulation.
The three buildings are built on the lot line at New Street, and the only existing on-site parking is behind
the buildings, facing the piers and the waterfront (a number of perpendicular public parking spaces are
also located along the front the buildings in the street itself). Existing loading areas are located on the
side of Building A (facing Lo Presti Park) and in the parking area behind the buildings. Although these
areas are the logical places for parking and loading, they also represent the property's most valuable real
estate. Any use that requires substantial parking or loading may need to pave over the piers or look
103 World Trade Center, Boston Expansion, presentation by Susan Allen and Joe Kelly, the John Drew Company (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Center for Real Estate, 11 April 1997).
10 Interviews with Jaime Fey, President, Fort Point Associates, 8 April 1997 and 16 April 1997. Demolition could cost an
additional $1.5 million, based on Massport's experiences at Piers Four and Five.
10s In one of the first acts of community activism in East Boston, mothers with baby carriages in Jeffries Point blocked Maverick
Street in 1968 to protest truck traffic to heading to Logan Airport for airport expansion and construction projects. Massport
eventually caved into the pressure and built access roads on airport property to alleviate this problem.
106 The MBTA is currently running ferry service on a trial basis between Lewis Street near Maverick Square and downtown.
underground to fulfill the on-site parking and loading requirements. It seems unlikely that additional
land could be acquired from surrounding landowners (Boston Towing and Transportation, the City of
Boston Department of Parks and Recreation, and the Boston Housing Authority) unless they were
involved in a larger development deal that either utilized multiple parcels for a joint development or
included some sort of land swap.
Vehicular circulation on the Site is currently limited to a single driveway that connects the rear
parking and loading area with New and Sumner Streets. The driveway runs along the property line with
Lo Presti Park past the Building A loading area. Although this driveway and loading area inhibits
connections between the property and the park, few alternatives access points exist. A second driveway
could be built on the other side of the property adjacent to Building C, but only 20 feet exist between the
building and property line. This may be sufficient space for a one-way driveway but could be too narrow
for use as a two-way primary means of vehicular circulation.
These issues suggest that only uses requiring limited parking, loading, or circulation may be
feasible on the Site. A large employer or housing development could face significant parking issues if
additional land cannot be found. Underground parking could be an option, but it would be enormously
expensive. Sufficient space for surface parking may exist toward the rear of the Site and on the piers, but
only at the expense of open space that makes use of the waterfront as a community or economic asset.
Evidently, intensive uses that require large parking areas (such as retail or entertainment facilities) would
not be feasible on the Deran Site.
Buildings
The three Deran buildings themselves offer both significant opportunities and significant
constraints to redevelopment. The nine story main building (Building B) is one of the tallest structures in
East Boston and is perhaps the most prominent structure on its waterfront outside of Logan Airport. The
building is readily visible from downtown, the North End, and Charlestown, offering the potential for
redevelopment to have a high profile. The buildings also offer unparalleled views of the Boston skyline,
including 360 degree water views from the upper floors of Building B (overlooking the Inner Harbor and
downtown to the Southwest, the Inner Harbor and Charlestown to the Northwest, the Inner and outer
Boston Harbor to the southeast, and the Inner Harbor and Chelsea Creek to the northeast). These views
could be a major selling point for residential or commercial uses, particularly for market-rate housing.
As several community residents have noted, the luxury condominiums along the waterfront in the North
End and Charlestown have to look at East Boston, while East Boston water views feature the more
attractive downtown skyline.
However, the Deran property's three structures also provide several constraints to adaptive
reuse:107 First, their concrete and masonry construction limit flexibility for new uses and would make
demolition enormously expensive. Any alteration or removal to the concrete floors, such as for new
elevator shafts, piping or wiring, would also be extremely expensive and would need to be kept to a
minimum unless a large premium could be paid (such as for luxury housing). A load-bearing fire wall,
running the length of Building A, would be similarly expensive to alter or remove, and along with the
main building's deep floorplate adds challenges in terms of windows and light that are critical for
residential development. Second, the verticality of the structures makes them incompatible with modern
industrial practices, which generally require expansive, single-story facilities. A recent appraisal on the
property found most of its value as a freight forwarding facility to come from the first floor, where
107 This section is based on discussions with Paula Herrington, NOAH's Director of Development; a tour of the building with
NOAH's architects and structural engineer; and on visual inspections of the property.
horizontal loading can take place. The upper floors also hold little value for manufacturing or other
industrial operations.
Given these opportunities and constraints, the upper floors of the Deran property appear most
suitable for residential or office development that could take advantage of the views and not require a
first-floor location. Loft-style construction would probably be the most economical and would fit
contextually with the building's industrial past. The ground floor could be used for these or other uses,
including industrial space, depending on the most compatible mix for the development.
Environmental Issues
Phase I and probably Phase II Chapter 21E Environmental studies would be required to identify
and assess any environmental problems on the Site. Potential areas of concern include the following:
e The current owner has reported that an oil spill occurred on the Deran property in the 1970s.
Although the Site was apparently cleaned up in accordance with the regulations in effect at the time,
environmental contaminants could remain.
* Sandborn maps show a filling station on the pier behind Building A. Although no such station exists
presently on the pier, and although the station was not on land, contaminants could remain elsewhere
on the Site.
* Especially if water-dependent uses are contemplated, Harbor debris may present a problem. The
1996 Port of Boston Economic Development Plan notes that the nearby Border Street the Harbor
fronting nearby Border Street is littered with the remains of dilapidated piers, piles, and sunken
vessels. 0 8 The Deran property has also been a traditional place to abandon cars, driving them off
Sumner Street into the Harbor.109
The rear of the Site, including all of the piers and a part of the land area, is located within a
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)-designated 100-year flood plain. The existing
buildings do not appear to be located within the flood plain, but any new construction further back on the
Site would need to conform to the state building code's specifications and could require special
insurance.
At least until more is known about environmental issues on the Deran Site, these concerns do not
appear to present any significant implications for potential uses of the property.
Locational Constraints and Opportunities
The Deran property's biggest market opportunity-its waterfront location on the Inner Harbor
facing downtown-is also the cause of perhaps its largest economic constraint: the Site's market area for
retail or other commercial development is severely constrained by its location at the end of a peninsula.
As shown in Exhibit 5, approximately two-thirds of the property's one-mile trade area consists of water
and of portions of downtown and Charlestown that are located across the Harbor from the Site. The one-
third that remains includes about 65 percent of East Boston's population, or approximately 21,000 people.
108 Massport and BRA/EDIC, p. 2-22.
109 Interview with Mary Ellen Welch, NOAH Board President and East Boston activist, 14 March 1997.
Exhibit 5
Trade Area l\
This effect is magnified for the Site's two-mile trade area, almost 90% of which is made up of the Harbor,
Logan Airport, and neighborhoods in South Boston, Central Boston, Charlestown, Cambridge,
Somerville, Everett, and Chelsea, that are separated by water from the Site. The East Boston portion of
the two-mile trade area consists of only about 26,000 people. The Boston Harbor and Massachusetts Bay
take up an increasing portion of the three- to five-mile trade areas, significantly impacting the Site's
competitiveness in attracting potential customers' 0 to any development on the property.
Given these constraints, commercial development would need to capitalize on the locational
advantages the Site does have: to the water and Harbor, to the airport, and to downtown. Both Logan
Airport and the Financial District are within one mile of the Site.
The property's immediate neighborhood would also impact its competitiveness for certain uses,
such as housing or retail development. The large public housing development across the street, which
has a poor reputation within the neighborhood, is the only residential area in the immediate vicinity.
Other surrounding uses are Harbor-related (BTT), industrial (the former Hodge Boiler Works facility and
Wigglesworth Machinery), and Lo Presti Park. The neighborhood generally feels isolated and
disconnected from the activity of Maverick and Central Squares, in spite of their relative proximity only
three to four blocks away. Clearly, any reuse of the Deran property will need to attract people to the
immediate neighborhood rather than draw from it.
Given both of these factors, retail or other commercial uses that require a visible location or large
local trade area from which to draw customers clearly would not be feasible at the Deran Site. Although
destination retail/commercial uses might work, their feasibility is impaired by the access and parking
constraints discussed earlier. Finally, the immediate neighborhood's poor reputation and relative
isolation forms a significant obstacle for residential uses and may rule out luxury housing entirely,m
though the Site's waterfront location, spectacular views, and convenience to downtown may attract
certain residential markets such as "urban pioneers" or artists in spite of these issues. The Site's location
would appear to be most attractive for maritime-related uses that require close proximity to the Harbor.
Such uses could include tugboat and tow operations, charter or tour boat staging areas, and maritime
industry such as ship repair. The location may also be beneficial for uses that require proximity to the
airport, such as the property's existing tenant, Pilot Air Freight. However, the Ted Williams Tunnel
opening offers competing sites in South Boston with quicker, more direct access than that offered at
Deran.
Regulatory Constraints
The primary regulatory constraint to development of the Deran property is the complex web of
City and state land use regulations affecting the parcel. The Site's sensitive Harbor location makes it the
subject of numerous zoning and permitting requirements designed to protect both the environment and
the working waterfront. These requirements include the following:
110 At least non-amphibious ones.
"1 Although other luxury developments have succeeded in spite of relatively isolated locations, they have generally been large
enough to create their own sense of a neighborhood. For example, the promotional literature for the Flagship Wharf
development across the Inner Harbor from the Site describes its location at the Charlestown Navy Yard as a self-sufficient, gated
community with its own restaurants, shops, and ferry service directly to downtown. The Deran Site appears to be far too small to
achieve such a sense of community by itself.
Zoning: Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA)
In the early 1990s, the BRA launched a process to completely rezone the East Boston community
with input from local residents. This process was completed in 1993 with the issuance of new
regulations governing the East Boston Neighborhood District.n2 The Deran Site is located within a
Waterfront Services (WS) zoning subdistrict. The WS zone is designed to preserve water-dependent
commercial uses related to the repair, maintenance, and sale of commercial and recreational marine
vessels. Permitted uses in a WS zone include light manufacturing, boatyards, marinas, passenger ferry
terminals, and trades such as carpentry and electricians. Dimensional requirements include a 35 foot
waterfront yard, a 35 foot height limit and a 1.0 maximum floor area ratio (FAR).
The property is a legally nonconforming use and structure. Any redevelopment for non-
warehouse use would need to bring the property into use compliance with the Boston Zoning Code or
seek use and dimensional variances." 3 Redevelopment would also require Waterfront Development
Review (Sec. 53-19 of the Code) and Large Project Review (Article 80 of the Code) by the BRA.
Waterfront Development Review includes urban design guidelines, pedestrian improvements, and
facilities to allow public use of the Tidelands. Large Project Review includes traffic and parking
considerations, environmental protection, urban design, historic preservation, infrastructure systems, site
plan review, development impact considerations, and linkage exactions to fund (or provide) affordable
housing and job training.
Tidelands Regulations: Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
Most of the Deran property lies within filled or flowed tidelands. "4 Tideland development is
regulated by DEP, which issues licenses under Chapter 91 of the Massachusetts General Laws (so called
"Chapter 91 Licenses"). Licenses are only granted for water-dependent uses" 5 or for uses which serve "a
proper public purpose," usually including public access along the waterfront and open space.1 16 In
addition, Chapter 91 developments cannot displace existing on-site, water-dependent uses (such as
BTT's use of Pickerts Wharf). Finally, proposed developments must comply with the municipal harbor
plan,' 1 7 including minimum open space requirements and setbacks from the waterfront for nonwater-
dependent uses and accessory parking (310 CMR 9.51). Chapter 91 licenses usually have a maximum
term of 30 years, although the term can be extended up to 65 years for flowed tidelands (the piers) and
up to 99 years for the filled tidelands if circumstances such as financing term or expected life of
structures require.' 1 Although a license does not appear to be necessary for the property's current use
since its tidelands were filled before Chapter 91 took effect,"'9 DEP would require a license for any
change in use or for any modifications to structures on any of the tidelands portion of the property.
Before a Chapter 91 license can be approved, the BRA must also determine that the proposed
112 City of Boston Zoning Commission, Boston Zoning Code, Article 53.
113 Of course, the developer could also apply for a zoning amendment to change the property's zoning entirely.
114 Only the eastern corner of the Site, encompassing approximately two-thirds of Building C and the corner of Building B, are
outside the tidelands area.
115 Water-Dependent Uses are defined in Massachusetts Regulation 310 CMR 9.12(2), and include maritime industrial uses, port-
related uses, marinas, waterfront open spaces, aquariums, aquaculture, and seawalls or bulkheads.
116 Water-dependent uses that do not provide public access to the waterfront must provide compensating facilities that promote
public use of the waterfront on or near the Site, 310 CMR 9.35(4).
117 The City of Boston Municipal Harbor Plan is called the Harborpark Plan, produced by the BRA in 1990 and approved by the
Massachusetts Executive Office of Environmental Affairs in 1991.
118 Within Designated Port Areas (DPAs), licenses are limited to 65 years for nonwater-dependent uses in marine industrial
parks, to 30 years for supporting DPA uses, and 10 years for temporary uses, 310 CMR 9.15(1)(d).
119 All of the tidelands on the Deran Site were filled by 1916.
development is water-dependent or serves a proper public purpose and that it is not detrimental to public
rights in the tidelands (310 CMR 9.13(5)). The Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Office (CZM),
at its discretion, may also get involved in Chapter 91 licensing to ensure consistency with its policies
(310 CMR 9.13(2)).
Designated Port Area: Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Office (CZM)
Buildings B and C fall within a Designated Port Area (DPA), while Building A does not.2
CZM designates DPAs to protect the industrial waterfront from non-port dependent uses and
gentrification of the industrial shoreline.'2 1 Thus, only water-dependent industrial uses such as
commercial fishing, passenger ferry terminals, port-related operations, and water-dependent
manufacturing are permitted. Nonwater-dependent-industrial uses are permitted in DPAs only as
temporary uses (up to 10 years), as Supporting DPA Uses (accessory uses, usually up to 25% of the Site),
or as nonwater-dependent uses within marine industrial parks (if preference is given to marine-related
tenants when space becomes available). No variances or exemptions are permitted beyond these.
In 1995, the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs (EOEA) issued new regulations
regarding changes to DPA boundaries (301 CMR 25.00). Under the new regulations, CZM can review
DPA boundaries at the request of a property owner or other party. Standards for judging the
appropriateness of a DPA are found in 301 CMR 25.04 and include the presence of piers and wharves, a
predominantly industrial character, and proximity to road or rail links to major arterial routes. Any
proposed change in the DPA requires re-evaluation of the entire DPA, not just particular parcels. The
East Boston Inner Harbor DPA includes four sections (see Exhibit One in Chapter II):
e from the Jeffries Yacht Club on Jeffries Street to the Boston Marine Works on Marginal Street;
e from the Deran Property on New Street to Super Electronics on Border Street (south of the City's
Boston East parcel);
* The Border Street waterfront from the vacant buildings north of the Boston East parcel through
Central Square to the warehouse south of Umana Barnes Middle School; and
a the former General Ship facility on Border Street now owned by BTT.
The DPA boundary's division of the Deran parcel appears to be unusual, since under 301 CMR 25.05(2)
DPA boundaries are required to coincide with property lines to the maximum extent possible. CZM is
allowed to make minor adjustments to DPA boundaries to correct such situations, but such adjustments
cannot result in a net reduction of the designated DPA area. Thus a modification of DPA boundary with
respect to the Deran property would most likely extend the DPA to include the entire Site rather than
eliminate it from the DPA altogether.122 It is possible, however, that NOAH could make a case for CZM
review of the East Boston DPA in its entirety and for the de-designation of the non-industrial parcels
along New and Border Street. Such action was recommended in both the 1994 Final Report of the
Governor's Commission on Commonwealth Port Development and the 1996 Port of Boston Economic
120 The DPA boundary transverses the property, running between Buildings A and B and continuing to the water. Thus, the two
piers adjacent to Lo Presti Park are outside the DPA, while Pickerts Wharf is inside the DPA.
121 Executive Office of Environmental Affairs Coastal Zone Management Office, "The 1994 Designated Port Area (DPA)
Regulations" (Boston, EOEA, 14 October 1994), 2.
122 It may be also be possible for CZM to extend the DPA across both of the Deran piers but to eliminate the Deran buildings
themselves from the DPA. This could allow CZM to preserve the piers for BTf and other maritime users while recognizing the
difficulty of redeveloping the Deran buildings for maritime industrial uses. However, this solution would continue the DPA
boundary's splicing of the Deran property.
Development Plan.123 For example, the Plan states that "[t]he classification of much of the Border Street
waterfront area as a Designated Port Area is an impediment to redevelopment of vacant or underutilized
waterfront property which can accommodate non-industrial uses." 24 The Shaw's supermarket now under
construction next to Liberty Plaza may provide an insightful precedent for DPA de-designation or other
procedures to allow non-maritime industrial development inside a DPA, since it is clearly shown on maps
to be a part of the Designated Port Area along Border Street (again, see Exhibit 1 in Chapter II).
Environmental Impact: Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA)
The Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act requires that an Environmental Impact Review
(EIR) be conducted for any waterfront parcel greater than one acre that is developed for nonwater-
dependent use.
Regulatory Implications
The regulatory environment for development of the Deran property is, at the very least,
extremely complex. Together, the City and state requirements appear to permit only water-dependent,
industrial uses. A different use would, depending on its nature, require the DPA boundary to be changed,
a zoning amendment or use variance, and facilities to accommodate the public purpose requirements of
the Chapter 91 tidelands regulations. When combined with the City's Large Project Review and
Waterfront Development Review, MEPA review, and the involvement of the BRA and CZM in DEP's
Chapter 91 Licensing decision, these regulatory approvals may become political, expensive, and time
consuming.'2 Good relations with all City, state and even federal regulatory bodies will be essential to
any development at the Deran Site.
Potential Uses
Table 3 evaluates five clusters of uses for the Deran Site against the feasibility screens discussed
above. Although none of the clusters scores high in every category, the table does suggest the following
conclusions:
* Maritime industrial uses deserve further study, since they score well in terms of regulatory
constraints and locational considerations. However, since they face serious shortcoming in terms of
meeting NOAH's development objectives and in terms of the utilization of the upper floors, such
uses may need to be combined with others in some fashion.
* Residential uses also deserve further study if the regulatory hurdles can be solved. Certain niche
residential uses, such as market-rate or moderate-income loft housing, may be particularly attractive.
* Although office uses could meet NOAH's objectives, they do not rank as well overall, particularly
under regulatory issues and traffic and parking concerns. Thus, they do not appear to merit further
study as a primary use for the Site.
123 Governor's Commission on Commonwealth Port Development (Stephen P. Tocco, Chairman), Final Report (Boston:
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1994), 103-104; Massport and BRA/EDIC, p. 6-4.
14 Ibid., p. 2-23.
125 NOAH estimates that permitting will cost $250,000 or more and that the process will take more than 18 months.
Table 3
Ranking of Potential Uses
(V-+, V - indicate overall potential for each category)
TYPE OF NOAH'S OBJECTIVyES COMMUNITY PHYSICAL LOCATIONAL . REOULATORY
UEO ECTIVES OPPORTU)NES& OPP'ORTUNrES& CONSTRAINTS....
...... H, ICONSTRAINTS .CNSAINTS.
Maritime .- Catalytic effect Desirable if not Upper floors of 4+ Prime harbor Permitted within DPA
Industrial may be difficult noxious and if use buildings are not location e Permitted by zoning
e Public access to does not generate a appropriate e Permitted under
the waterfront large volume of * Access, parking, Chapter 91
would be difficult traffic and loading
or impossible require relatively
e Would create jobs ____________ low-intensity uses
Residential 91+ e Strong potential e Low-income e Spectacular views e Waterfront 91- e Would require DPA
catalytic effect housing may be from upper floors location with de-designation or
e Public access to problematic * Significant views administrative
waterfront and e Luxury housing parking concerns . Unattractive boundary modification
community space may be e Some vehicular surrounding e Would require a
possible problematic access concerns neighborhood zoning change or
e May strengthen e Middle- income * Buildings could be variances
Maverick Square market rate adapted e Chapter 91 would
housing may be require public access
acceptable
eSignificant
Traffic and
parking concerns
Office *+ Strong potential 9- Would generate e Serious parking 4 Unattractive 9/- e Would require DPA
catalytic effect too much traffic concerns surrounding de-designation if'
'1- * Public access to e Vehicular access neighborhood primary use
waterfront and concerns e Near e Would require a
community space e Spectacular views downtown zoning change
possible from upper floors and airport e Chapter 91 would
e May strengthen e Buildings could be e Waterfront require public access
Maverick Square adapted location with
________e Would create jobs ________________________views______________
TYPE OF~ NOAWHS OBJECTIVES COMMUNITY PHYSICAL LOCATIONAL REGULA TORY
O.J.CTIVES OPPORTUNITES & OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS
___________________ 
___________ CONSTR AINTS CONSTRAINTS 
_________
Other *- Catalytic effect \ May be acceptable 'I- e Upper floors of \'+ Near airport 9I- * Would require DPA
Industrial may be difficult if not noxious and buildings are not and downtown de-designation if
* Public access to if use does not appropriate primary use
'1- waterfront may be generate a large e Limited parking * Current zoning permits
possible volume of traffic and loading areas only light
* Would create jobs require relatively manufacturing and
low-intensity uses trade occupations
e Poor access * Chapter 91 would
__________ ___________________ _____ ____________require public access
Retail! *+ Strong potential 9- Would generate 9/- * Serious access, 'I- e Low visibility 'I- e Would require DPA
Entertainment catalytic effect too much traffic, parking, loading, e Isolated de-designation if
e Public access to unless primarily and circulation location primary use
'1- waterfront and dependent on ferry concerns . Small trade e Zoning permits some
community space service or other * Upper floors of area retail/service uses, but
could work well public transit buildings would e Unattractive most entertainment
e May strengthen not be appropriate surrounding uses would require a
Maverick Square for most uses neighborhood zoning change
e Would create jobs e Chapter 91 would
___________ ___________________ ___  
_________________________require____prquiripubiccaces
" Other industrial uses also do not rank as well, especially given the vertical nature of the buildings.
Thus, they will also be dropped from further study as a primary use.
e Finally, retail and entertainment uses would face serious physical, locational, and regulatory
constraints, and are thus eliminated as a primary use for further study.
Out of this matrix two clusters of uses emerge for further analysis. First, a cluster of maritime
and light industrial uses might be combined into some sort of marine industrial park/small business
incubator. Such uses could create jobs and entrepreneurship, reinforce East Boston's connections with
its working waterfront, overcome the physical and locational constraints of the Site, and meet the spirit
(if not the exact letter) of the various City and state land use controls. The piers and ground floors of the
structures could be used for a variety of marine-related uses, including fishing, ship repair, boat sales,
and perhaps a small marina, while the upper floors of the Deran buildings could function as a small
business incubator: housing various tradespeople and light manufacturing businesses with a focus on
maritime-related businesses, as well as community meeting space. Finding businesses to occupy the
upper floors may be a significant challenge, however. Alternatively, NOAH's current plans to develop
artist-oriented loft housing on the Site with ground floor art/commercial production uses and community
space also appears to make sense given the criteria presented above (although the land use regulations
would need to be changed). Both clusters of uses present potential for further analysis. Chapter IV
analyzes the maritime small business uses in more depth, and Chapter V compares these with NOAH's
preliminary feasibility analysis of residential uses.
IV. MARITIME SMALL BUSINESS INCUBATOR
The small business incubator concept developed in the 1970s as a way to both reuse old factory
buildings and to foster entrepreneurship and create jobs in the face of a declining manufacturing sector.
The concept involves leasing subdivided industrial space to start-up firms (often at below-market rent)
and providing shared services and equipment as well as technical assistance to help the firms succeed and
eventually survive on their own outside the incubator.12 6 Thus, small business incubators are both a real
estate and an economic development strategy. Business incubators grew rapidly during the 1980s, and
more than 500 were in operation by 1992.127 However, many facilities have been unsuccessful and have
closed in recent years. The most common causes of failure have been lack of sustained operating
support, problems finding tenants, and lack of management experience.12 Many of those incubators that
have survived are larger facilities with one or more anchor tenants that have been able take advantage of
economies of scale to generate the rental and fee income to become self-supporting and to develop
management expertise. The best local example is the Brewery, a 16 building, 110,000 square foot
facility developed by the Neighborhood Development Corporation of Jamaica Plain (JPNDC). The
facility now houses 40 businesses and employs 200 people, many of whom are low- or moderate-income
and live in Jamaica Plain.129
One option for the Deran property would be to develop a small business incubator with an
emphasis on maritime industrial and waterfront service uses. Such a development could potentially fall
under the Designated Port Area's marine industrial park regulations, and thus be a permitted use within
the existing regulatory environment. The regulations require that space be marketed primarily to water
dependent industrial users, but they allow the space to be leased to other users if maritime industrial
tenants cannot be found. Since all sources interviewed agreed that no maritime-industrial demand
whatsoever exists for upper story space, these other users would be required for the project to work.
Market Demand and Existing Supply of Space
Water-Dependent Space
Potential Demand
The demand for maritime industrial space in Boston generally does not appear to be strong.
Estimates by state officials, consultants, and managers of existing maritime industrial space have ranged
from "slowly growing" to "kind of bleak." Changing transportation methods have also reduced many
industries' needs to be located on the waterfront. Not only do today's candy factories receive their sugar
and other inputs by truck rather than barge, but even the fish for Massachusetts seafood processing giant
Gordon's arrive by truck from Canada.130 In addition, fish processing is increasingly being done off-
126 Robert A. Meeder, Forging the Incubator: How to Design and Implement a Feasibility Study for Business Incubation
Programs (Athens, OH, National Business Incubation Association, 1993), iv-v; David Fernandes, "Successful Inner-City
Incubators," (Chicago, IL: Shorebank Advisory Services, 1994), 1, internal memorandum.
127 Coopers & Lybrand data cited in Fernandes, 2.
128 Fernandes, 2.
129 Interview with Sarah Griffin, Neighborhood Development Corporation of Jamaica Plain, 9 April 1997.
130 Interview with Craig King, Massachusetts Development Finance Agency, 9 April 1997.
shore on the fishing boats,13' and an off-shore petroleum facility has been proposed for the Boston
Harbor to reduce the need for tankers to travel to waterfront tank farms. 32
Given the diversity of maritime industrial and other water-dependent uses, however, few
generalizations can be made. Thus, an analysis by subsector follows:
* Fishing: Boston's fishing industry has faced "serious declines in fresh fish landings since the early
1980s."133 Boston is not alone, however, as the entire Massachusetts-based fishing fleet has declined
in recent years.'34 This decline is due in part to overfishing, which has forced stringent quotas on
catches that are expected to continue. What remains of the Boston fishing industry is based primarily
out of the Boston Fish Pier, a Massport-owned facility in South Boston. The likelihood of attracting
fishing boats to the Deran piers in East Boston does not appear likely, given the industry's general
decline and the concentration of fishing activity and seafood processing in South Boston.
e Lobstering: Lobster is currently considered to be over-exploited in New England, and new
restrictive regulations are expected to continue the industry's long decline. 35 Massport has planned
to construct a new 16 boat lobster terminal on a rebuilt Massport Pier Five in East Boston to replace
the deteriorated facilities on Pier 3. Since planning began more than 10 years ago, however, the
number of lobster boats using Massport's Pier Three has dropped from 16 to only four today, all of
which may go out of business in the near future. In light of this substantially reduced demand,
Massport is thus now rethinking its plans for the new terminal.136 Although six to eight lobstermen
remain in South Boston (at the Lobster Co-op on the MBTA's Cardinal Madeiros Wharf and at the
Boston Marine Industrial Park's Pier 7),117 additional space for lobster boats does not appear to be in
demand.
* Seafood Processing: Although seafood harvesting is in decline in Boston, seafood shipments from
elsewhere in New England and Canada have helped the city's seafood processing industry to grow.
Boston is one of the four leading distribution centers for seafood products in the United States.138
Most of this activity takes place in South Boston, primarily at the Boston Fish Pier. The BRA/EDIC
has also constructed new processing seafood buildings at the Boston Marine Industrial Park to
replace the New England Seafood Center.' 39 Since much of the seafood processing industry is no
longer directly dependent on the waterfront, transportation linkages by air and truck are becoming
more important than proximity to the waterfront. South Boston's existing cluster of companies and
supporting services, as well as its superior access to 1-93, 1-90, and Logan Airport (via the Ted
Williams Tunnel), suggest that it will continue to offer a better location for seafood processing than
East Boston. Although the Deran property may still be able to attract a smaller seafood processing
tenant by offering lower rents, the odors and noise associated with the industry may raise serious
concerns from Maverick Gardens residents across the street.
* Ship repair: Boston's ship repair industry has also been in a state of decline in recent years. The
decline in military ship repair has made the current outlook "challenging."'40 As of 1994, the Boston
131 Ibid.
132 Governor's Commission, 102.
33 Fort Point Associates, p. 5-1.
14 Governor's Commission, 95.
135 Massport and BRA/EDIC, p. 5.5-36.
136 Interview with George Kristoferson.
37 Ibid., and Fort Point Associates, p. 2-4, p. 2-6.138 Massport and BRA/EDIC, p. 1-7.
139 Interview with Larry Mommalli, BRA/EDIC, 2 April 1997.
14 Massport and BRA/EDIC, p. 1-8.
Marine Works had seen little ship repair or maintenance work in five years.141 Ship repair facilities
also exist at the Boston Marine Industrial Park and at the privately-owned Fitzgerald Shipyard in
Chelsea. The Property Manager of the Marine Works noted that Boston facilities cannot afford to be
competitive with shipping yards in Providence, New Bedford, and elsewhere in New England.
Although some work remains in Boston for recreational vessel repair, larger repair projects are less
location-sensitive. 142 Given these challenges and the existing supply of ship repair operations in the
Harbor, the potential for attracting additional ship repair operations at the Deran Site appears low.
* Petroleum Storage and Transfer: Although the vast majority of cargo moving through the Port of
Boston (78 to 88 percent of all tonnage) is made up of petroleum products,14 3 this sector was not
considered for the Deran property. The Site is clearly not large enough to support a petroleum
terminal (tank farm), and community residents have spoken out against the siting of such uses in
densely populated, residential East Boston. Nonetheless, Boston Towing and Transportation may
wish to expand its abutting Harbor towing and fuel transportation business 144 by utilizing some or all
of the Deran piers.
" Shipping: Although the vast majority of non-fuel cargo moving through the Port of Boston utilizes
the Port's two container shipping terminals (the Conley Terminal in South Boston and the Moran
Terminal in Charlestown), limited opportunities exist for dry bulk materials. Existing facilities in
Charlestown, Everett, East Boston, and South Boston currently handle shipments of salt, cement,
gypsum, and scrap metal.145 These bulk materials, as well as automobiles, may present opportunities
for expansion in the Port of Boston.'4 However, the extremely limited market for this type of space
suggests that demand for additional facilities may be weak or nonexistent. Furthermore, the Deran
property may be too small to successfully accommodate these low value commodities at a sufficient
volume to generate the necessary economies of scale.
* Warehousing: Limited opportunities may also exist for warehousing at the Deran property,
especially if proximity to both the Harbor and to the airport were desirable. Boston faces shortages
of warehouse space for both marine cargo consolidation and air cargo consolidation.147 As with
seafood processing, however, access issues would make the Deran property a less desirable location
than competing sites in South Boston.14 8 Warehousing may also create too few jobs to be an
attractive use for a maritime small business incubator.
* Maritime Support Services: A variety of maritime support activities are also located on the Harbor,
including several in East Boston. These include tug and tow operations (BTT on New Street and Bay
State Towing, Inc. at Massport's Pier One), pilotage (Boston Harbor Pilots, based at Massport's Pier
One), linehandling (Boston Line and Service in South Boston), spill response (Marine Spill Response
Corp., National Response Corp., and Clean Harbors), fueling and bunkering149 (Boston Fish Pier and
various petroleum terminals), sewage pump out and disposal, fleet servicing, machine shops, launch
141 Governor's Commission, 92.
142 Interview with Darrio Puerto, Property Manager, Boston Marine Works, 4 April 1997.
143 Governor's Commission, 86.
144 Rather than traversing up relatively shallow Chelsea Creek themselves, many large tankers transfer their petroleum to fuel
barges for final delivery up the Creek. This process occurs over water and is called lightering.
145Governor's Commission, 89. As noted in Table 1 (Chapter II), the East Boston facility on Chelsea Creek handles salt
shipments.
146Massport and BRA/EDIC, p. 1-5.
47 Governor's Commission, 94.
148One of the Property's existing tenants, Pilot Air Freight, is a freight forwarding firm. However, they are not dependent on
maritime shipping.
149 Bunkering is the fueling of large vessels.
services and water taxis, and customs brokering and freight forwarding. 150 Although most of these
services are limited to one or two companies, the Harbor does face a shortage of fueling stations for
small and medium-sized commercial vessels. However, the environmental issues surrounding fueling
stations may make them less desirable as a tenant.m15
e Charter Boat Operations: One area of growth within the Port of Boston is the charter and excursion
vessel industry. Of the six principal companies operating in Boston, five utilize Rowes or Long
Wharves downtown and one operates out of the Boston Marine Industrial Park in South Boston. The
industry is rapidly outgrowing its current facilities downtown, and one or more charter and tour boat
companies might be attracted to the Deran property for layberthing and back office space. However,
the companies involved prefer to centralize berthing and passenger operations at a single location.
Towards that end, the City has discussed moving these activities to the Fort Point Channel area,
perhaps to the old Northern Avenue Bridge. 152
e Cruise Ships: Boston is a growing port of call for the cruise industry. However, virtually all cruise
activity occurs at Massport's Black Falcon Cruise Terminal in South Boston. Massport has
considered constructing additional cruise ship berthing space downtown or perhaps at Massport's
Pier One in East Boston to accommodate the growing demand for such facilities. However, the
Deran parcel is too small to accommodate the traffic and parking requirements associated with such a
development.
* Recreational Maritime Uses: Private recreational maritime uses of the Harbor are also growing.
Such growth will cause increased demand for private marinas, fuel stations, sewage pump out
facilities, and related uses such as restaurants, vessel sales, and marine equipment stores. Although
such uses are permitted only as ancillary uses in a DPA, they are permitted under the existing
waterfront service zoning. Access and locational issues may make the Deran parcel less competitive
than other sites, but this sector may nonetheless hold some promise for the property. However, the
property manager of the Boston Marine Works noted that the recreational boating industry is a
"closed market" and that new entrants find it very difficult to break in and compete with the small
number of established players. Thus, NOAH may need to attract a joint venture partner or master
lessee before developing this type of space at the Deran Site.
Existing Supply of Waterfront Space
The largest maritime facility in Boston is the City-owned 225-acre Boston Marine Industrial Park
(BMIP) in South Boston, the only officially-designated marine industrial park in Massachusetts (see
Exhibit 6 for location). Opened in 1977 on the site of the former South Boston Naval Annex, BMIP is
now almost fully-leased to a variety of maritime, other industrial (e.g., printing and electronics), and
office tenants (including the Au Bon Pain national headquarters and a variety of design-related firms).
5 Governor's Commission, 95-96; Massport and BRA/EDIC, p. 1-8, pp. 5.7-2 through 5.7-4, p. 6-15; and Massachusetts Port
Authority, 73-76.
151 As mentioned earlier, a fuel station may have once existed on the Site's southernmost pier, which is now almost entirely
sunken.
152 Governor's Commission, 96.
153 Massport and BRA/EDIC, pp. 5.4-87 through 5.4-92.
'-
4 Interview with Darrio Puerto.
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Maritime Industrial Facilities in Boston
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Facilities include two dry-docks; almost 2 million square feet of new and rehabilitated industrial, office,
and showroom space; off-street loading bays; wide streets; and a 1,110 car public parking garage.ss
BMIP also has excellent highway access via the new South Boston Haul Road, connecting BMIP with
Dorchester Avenue and soon with 1-93. BMIP also offers convenient access to Logan Airport and the
North Shore via the new Ted Williams Tunnel. In sum, BMIP appears to offer significantly better
facilities and a superior location than could be provided at the Deran property. However, BMIP's lease
up suggests that new and expanding firms may have to look elsewhere for space.
Additional facilities for maritime industrial and related space are located in East and South
Boston, Chelsea, and Everett. In East Boston, the Boston Marine Works and Pier One both have
waterfront space available for water-dependent businesses and would provide the primary competition to
a marine industrial incubator at the Deran Site.
The 13.5 acre156 Boston Marine Works was opened in 1987 on the site of the former Bethlehem
Steel Shipyard.157 It is owned by Massport and master-leased to Cashman Marine Enterprises, which has
redeveloped the shipyard as a mixed-use facility for ship repair and marine construction, other maritime
industrial use (including a variety of maritime service providers such as welders, marine electronics
firms, and marine refrigeration services, as well as the base of operations for Boston Duck Tours), office
space (46,000 sq. ft.), and recreational uses (principally a 208-slip marina). The entire project includes
217,000 gross square feet of building area, a 256-foot graving dock, a 622-foot floating dry dock, and
surface parking for 314 cars. The $1.7 million initial redevelopment was financed in part by a $350,000
loan from the East Boston Community Development Corporation, using proceeds from a U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services Office of Community Services (OCS) grant. The total
redevelopment is expected to cost $5 to $6 million. 158 Although the Boston Marine Works faces similar
access constraints to the Deran property, its larger size and specialized marine facilities may make it a
superior location for maritime-related uses.
Massport's 13.3 acre Pier One facility consists of a single 600-foot long, 390-foot wide pier. A
197,200 square foot, single-story building occupies most of the pier area, and a large surface parking area
occupies the upland portion of the site. 159 The facility was originally developed as a break-bulk shipping
facility, before the advent of containerized shipping, and it has been largely vacant for years. The only
current tenants at Pier One are the Boston Harbor Pilots and two to three tugboat firms.6"" Massport has
tried unsuccessfully for several years to find an anchor tenant for the facility.' 6 ' According to one
Massport official, constraints to leasing Pier One include the site's poor landside access and Massport's
informal commitment to not lease the space to airport-related tenants. 162 Pier One's experience
underscores the difficulty of attracting maritime-related uses to East Boston. The Pier One facility would
also compete with the Deran property for water-dependent tenants. With its larger site, much larger
floorplate of single-story space, substantially more parking, potentially more convenient loading, and
slightly better access, Pier One may prove to be a superior location for potential Deran tenants. Given
155 Interview with Larry Mommalli; Fort Point Associates, p. 2-2, p. 2-5.
156 Of this total, 11.5 acres are upland, and the remainder is made up of piers and docks.
157 Bethlehem Steel closed the shipyard in 1982, after 60 years in business. A private concern, the Boston Shipyard Corporation,
purchased the shipyard in 1983 but went bankrupt in 1985. Massport purchased the facility in late 1985.158 HMM Associates, Inc., The Boston Marine Works Final Environmental Impact Report (Concord, MA: HMM Associates,
Inc., 1988), pp. 2-2 through 2-6.
159 Massport and BRA/EDIC, p. 5.4-7.
16 Interview with George Kristoferson. Tug and barge companies include Bay State Towing Company, Inc. and Boston Marine
Transport, Inc. (fuel transportation).
161 Potential tenants have reportedly included a fish processing operation for Legal Seafood and an assembly plant for MBTA
subway cars.
162 Interview with Alice Gray, Massport, 4 April 1997.
the facility's chronic vacancy and its public ownership, it is likely that Pier One could also offer lower
rents than a competing development at the Deran property.
Assessment
Given the weak market demand, the existing supply of maritime industrial and water-dependent
space on the Harbor, and the undesirable characteristics of the Deran property for water-dependent
tenants (poor access, limited parking, multi-story buildings, and deteriorated pier infrastructure), the
prospects for attracting such tenants to the Deran Site appear to be slim at best. Perhaps the best chance
of finding such a tenant would be to convince Boston Towing and Transportation to expand its
operations on the Deran piers. BTT is currently leasing one of the piers, and their recent purchase of the
General Ship facility on Border Streets suggests that they are expanding. Expansion on the Deran piers
might offer BTT an opportunity to consolidate some of its operations from Border Street to its primary
base of operations on New Street. However, BTT would probably have no use for the Deran buildings,
themselves.
Non-Maritime Industrial Space
Potential Demand
According to one BRA/EDIC official, the market for good industrial space-especially for space
between 5,000 and 15,000 square feet-is fairly strong in the City of Boston. This strong market may
explain the lease-up of the Boston Marine Industrial Park's good-quality space and the planned
redevelopment of the 23-acre, 315,000 square foot Hood bottling plant in Charlestown for industrial
space.163 One leasing agent claimed that demand for his space more than twice exceeded supply.1
Overall, however, the Greater Boston market has a 17 percent vacancy rate for industrial space. 165 This
relatively high figure is due in part to the functional obsolescence of many or the region's industrial
buildings. Several sources interviewed stated that the Deran property's upper story space would be
difficult, if not impossible, to lease for industrial purposes. Even for ground floor space, the Deran Site
is plagued by inconvenient access, limited parking, and potentially tight loading areas, as mentioned
earlier. This suggests that achievable rents may be lower and vacancy rates higher than other industrial
buildings in Boston.
Supply of Industrial Space
Several properties in East Boston had industrial space on the market in 1996, including the
following (see Exhibit 7 for a location map):
* 80 Border Street: 4,000 square feet of space was available on the fourth floor of the Super
Electronics building (formerly the Atlantic Works), on the waterfront just east of BTT and
Wigglesworth Machinery. The four-story, 28,000 square foot building was constructed in 1900. The
property includes sprinklers, a freight elevator and 30 parking spaces. Asking rent was $5.00 per
square foot, gross, plus electricity (equating to roughly $3.50 per square foot on a triple net basis).
163 Interview with Larry Mommalli.
6 Boston Globe, 10 December 1996, C1.
165 Interview with Sarah Griffin, citing a recent real commercial estate report for Greater Boston.
166 BRA/EDIC Policy Development and Research Division, Site Finder: Boston Industrial Real Estate Listings, 1996 (Boston:
City of Boston, 1996), unpaginated.
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Exhibit 7
Available Industrial Space in East Boston
e 266 Border Street: 6,000 square feet of space was available on the fourth floor of the Bay State
Printing building on the waterfront. The four-story, brick building has 30,000 square feet. Amenities
include two piers, a freight elevator, a loading dock, and 10 parking spaces. Asking rent was $2.00
per square foot, triple net. This space had been on the market since 1994.
* 100 Condor Street: 4,000 square feet of space was available in a four-story, 40,000 square foot
building near the Chelsea Creek waterfront. The building was constructed in 1907 and renovated in
1990 with a new facade and new windows. Amenities include a freight elevator, three loading docks,
and 12 parking spaces. Asking rent was $2.00 per square foot, presumably triple net or with limited
tenant expenses.
e 156 Porter Street: 195,000 square feet of space was available in the three-story, 215,000 square foot
Goddess Bra building adjacent to Logan Airport. The building was constructed in 1910 and includes
sprinklers, four freight elevators, between four and six loading docks, and 100 to 150 parking spaces.
Asking rent was $4.50 to 5.50 per square foot, triple net. The entire building was also for sale, at an
asking price of $10 million ($47.62 per square foot).
* 175 McClellan Highway: 70,000 square feet of space was available in the two-story, 300,000 square
foot Wallace Industrial Silversmiths building on Route 1A. The building was constructed in 1910
and includes sprinklers and four loading docks. The rental rate was negotiable.
e 220 McClellan Highway: 3,000 square feet of space was available in the two-story, 17,000 square
foot Landano Brothers Trust Building on Route 1A. The concrete building was constructed in 1967
and renovated in 1992. Amenities include sprinklers, five loading docks, and 40 parking spaces. The
rental rate was negotiable.
e 440 McClellan Highway: 5,000 square feet of space was available in a single-story, 120,000 square
foot building on Route lA. The building was constructed in 1976 and renovated in 1986. Amenities
include sprinklers, 25 loading docks, and 300 parking spaces. Asking rent was $10.50 to $12.50 per
square foot, triple net.
* 944 Bennington Street: 8,500 square feet of space was available in a two-story, 20,000 square foot
building on a major East Boston thoroughfare. The building was constructed in 1960 and renovated
in 1980. The property includes a roll-up door and 10 parking spaces, but no freight elevators.
Asking rent was $2.50 to $4.50 per square foot, triple net.
Asking rents at these properties ranged from $2 to $12.50 per square foot, triple net. The average
was $4.58 per square foot, triple net (or $3.20 per square foot if the large, single-story facility at 440
McClellan Highway is excluded). Three additional properties in South Boston and Chelsea had upper
story space available for rents between $1.25 and $2.50 per square foot, triple net. Another comparable
project is the Brewery, where rents for industrial space range from $2 to $5 per square foot, gross.
Although the Brewery's rents are below-market, JPNDC feels this is necessary to achieve other
objectives, such as job creation for low- and moderate-income local residents.
Assessment
Given the Deran property's physical and locational attributes, attracting industrial tenants may
prove challenging-especially for the upper floors. Achievable rents will be extremely low, perhaps as
low as $3.00 to $5.00 per square foot gross, if start-up and job-creating firms are to be attracted to an
industrial incubator. Given this environment, it may be wise to focus leasing the upper stories for office,
laboratory, and research & development uses rather than as industrial space. Although such uses are not
permitted as primary uses in Designated Port Areas, NOAH may be able to rent to such users as long as it
markets the space first to maritime industrial users.
Office, Laboratory, and Research & Development Space
Potential Demand
The Boston office market has rebounded from the real estate market crash of the early 1990s.
Vacancy rates in the Central Business District are low, and new, class A office space rents are beginning
to approach $40 per square foot.1 67 Research & development and biotech/laboratory space also appear to
be in demand in the Boston area. However, the access and parking issues discussed in Chapter III make
the Deran Site less attractive than competing space elsewhere in Boston and Cambridge. East Boston is
also a largely untested market for these types of uses, and its location across the Harbor from the rest of
the city gives a perception of distance and isolation even though the community is less than a mile from
the Financial District. Nonetheless, some users may be attracted to the Deran property's unique
attributes as a small business incubator on the waterfront with stunning views-although they may still
demand lower rents to compensate for the parcel's location, access, and parking issues.
Existing and Planned Supply of Space
The largest office building in East Boston is the Logan Office Center at Logan Airport (see map
at Exhibit 8). Originally developed as the Massachusetts Technology Center by Macomber Associates
(MDA) in 1986 under a ground lease from Massport, the $19 million, 180,000 sq. ft. project168 has not
been very successful. According to one Massport official, "there is no market" for airport office space,
and the building has never been more than 50 percent leased. 169 The project eventually went bankrupt
and was purchased by Massport, which is moving its own offices to the building. 170 The Logan Office
Center's experience suggests that demand for airport-related office space at the Deran property may be
weak or nonexistent.
The only other recent speculative office development in East Boston is a new, small office
building on Bennington Street near Central Square. This building is also reported to have had trouble
leasing. This experience suggests that the local office market in East Boston may have limited depth.
Currently, NOAH is planning to build a 17,000 square foot retail/office building on Maverick
Square. Although NOAH is close to leasing the ground floor to an anchor retail tenant, it is still in search
of office tenants for the space. Office rents are projected at $20 per square foot, gross, 171 to public sector
tenants and at $12 per square foot, gross, to private market tenants. Maverick Square's superior location
for most office tenants reinforces the need to market the Deran project to niche users interested in the
incubator's large size, shared services, and-presumably-low rents.
JPNDC has successfully adopted this strategy in leasing upper story space at the Brewery. They
converted one of the Brewery's 16 buildings to 23,000 square feet of office and light manufacturing
space, and JPNDC itself leases office space in another Brewery building. Brewery office rents range
167 World Trade Center, Boston presentation.
168 Boston Globe, 23 February 1997, F8.
169 Rebuilding Logan, presentation by Gordon King, Director of Transportation and Planning, Massport (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Department of Urban Studies and Planning, 8 April 1997).
170 Ibid.
171 Not including utilities or operating expense increases.
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from $6.00 to $10.00 per square foot, gross, which is below market.172 Tenants include the Boston
Community Loan Fund, Ecumenical Social Action, and the Harvard School of Public Health.'17
Similarly, the Glenville Enterprise Center in Cleveland, Ohio has successfully marketed its upper-story
incubator space to community groups, job training programs, a local newspaper, and an environmental
testing laboratory, among other tenants. 7 4
Assessment
Marketing the upper story space at the Deran property even as office, laboratory, or research &
development space may prove challenging. Most users would have little need to locate on the waterfront,
and the amenity of spectacular views would be counterbalanced by an isolated location without direct
access to major highways or a large amount of parking. However, the incubator concept may help not
only in furthering NOAH's economic development objectives, but in marketing the space. Nonetheless,
achievable rents may be relatively low and vacancy may be higher than projects elsewhere. Developing
the Deran property in phases would ensure that the project did not dramatically outpace demand, as the
Logan Office Center did. NOAH might also consider moving its own offices to the property and
developing community space there.
Financial Model and Development Options
Using the above analysis of market demand and supply for various types of space, a financial
model has been created to test the feasibility of developing a maritime small business incubator at the
Deran Site. The model includes the following assumptions:
* The entire project would be developed in four phases. The piers and ground floor would be
developed in Phase I (before Year 1), the second floor developed two years later (Phase II, leasing at
the beginning of Year 3), floors 3-5 two years after that (Phase III, leasing at the beginning of Year
5), and floors 6-9 in a final phase two years later (Phase IV, leasing at the beginning of year 7).
Development costs are assumed to increase five percent between each phase, and most expenses are
assumed to increase four percent annually.175
* The piers would be leased as-is to Boston Towing and Transportation. Given the estimated $10
million cost of demolishing and rebuilding the Deran piers, 76 replacing them would sink almost any
proposed project for the Deran property. The financial projections assume that BTT would
undertake all pier redevelopment costs (presumably less than a total replacement) and would thus pay
NOAH only a token rent of $0.01 per square foot ($1,691 annually).
* The ground floor would be leased to an industrial tenant at $5.00 per rentable square foot, gross
(although tenants would pay their own electric charges). JPNDC charges gross rents at the Brewery
to make leases simpler for its tenants, which are mostly start-up companies and small enterprises
without much real estate sophistication. Anderson Development Group similarly found that most
rents in Maverick Square are charged on a gross basis, with or without utilities. Tenant
172 Neighborhood Development Corporation of Jamaica Plain, case study of the Brewery project, 89; interview with Sarah
Griffin.
173 The Brewery: A Small Business Community Creating Jobs for Jamaica Plain (brochure produced by the Neighborhood
Development Corporation of Jamaica Plain), unpaginated.
14 Interview with Stephanie McHenry, Vice President, Cleveland Enterprise Group (CEG), 4 April 1997. The non-profit CEG
owns and operates the Glenville Enterprise Center.
175 Trending for each line-item is shown on the financial projections.
176 Demolition cost based on Massport's estimate of demolition costs for Pier 4 (actual) and for Pier 5 (proposed). New pier
construction costs based on Fort Point Associates' estimate of $100 to $150 per sq. ft.
improvements would be financed into the least terms, on top of base rent. The financial projections
assume tenant improvements of $5.00 per square foot, financed over a five year lease term (or $1.25
per square foot, per year). The projections do not include any additional tenant improvements in
Year 5, when the initial lease(s) expire(s).
* The upper floors would be leased as office, research & development, or laboratory space, at $6.00
per square foot on the second floor, $7.00 per square foot on floors 3-5, and $8.00 per square foot on
floors 6-9. As with the industrial space, these would be gross rents, with tenants paying for their own
electricity and with tenant improvements (assumed at $10.00 per square foot, escalated for each
phase) financed into five-year leases ($2.62 per square foot, per year for Phase II). Industrial space
was originally contemplated for the second floor, but the low achievable rents for such space made it
incapable of supporting any debt. Thus, the vast majority of the Deran maritime small business
incubator would actually be office-related space that would be unlikely to have any maritime or
industrial use. This could present significant permitting problems.
* Vacancies and bad debt expenses are assumed at 14 percent for all space except for the piers (which
have only a six percent loss reserve). This assumption is based on recommendations made in a recent
National Business Incubator Association (NBIA) publication,17 7 but the projections optimistically
assume no additional vacancies during lease-up.
* Capital costs are based on conversations with NOAH's project architect, Lee Cott of Brunner/Cott
and Associates, and on NOAH's existing financial projections for residential development on the
property (adapted where necessary). Operating costs are based on the building's existing expenses
and on the experience of three other small business incubators: the Brewery in Jamaica Plain
(developed by the Neighborhood Development Corporation of Jamaica Plain); the Venture Center of
Franklin County in Greenfield, Massachusetts (developed by the Franklin County CDC); and the
Glenville Enterprise Center in Cleveland, Ohio (a former torpedo factory developed by the non-profit
Cleveland Enterprise Group). Additional operating figures were based on the NBIA book mentioned
above."'
* The acquisition cost is assumed at $1.5 million, NOAH's initial offer for the property and its
appraised value last year.
* Separate mortgage financing is assumed for each phase, with 10, eight, six, and four year loans,
respectively, that all have a balloon payment due at the end of Year 10. Each of the loans is
calculated using an optimistic 25-year amortization schedule, a 1.10 minimum debt coverage ratio
(DCR), and a relatively low 8.75 percent interest rate. This financing could come either from a
conventional bank lender or from a quasi-public agency such as the Massachusetts Development
Finance Agency (or both). No lender or investor has been identified for the required refinancing in
Year 11.
Based on these assumptions, the financial projections shown as Exhibit 9 would require $4.9
million in subsidies to fund 49% of the $10.0 million project's total development cost (TDC). Of this
total, $2.5 million would be needed to fund Phase I (84% of TDC). Given this extremely large amount of
required subsidy, two alternatives were explored: master leasing the building under a long-term lease
from the existing owners at $1.00 per square foot, and reducing the purchase price to $500,000. These
17 Meeder, 68.
171 Ibid., 85-93.
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DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW/SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS STATEMENT
BASE CASE: Assumes piers are developed by BTT & 2nd Floor Is used for Office/R&D space rather than Industrial space*
DEVELOPMENT SCOPE
Site Area:
upland area
piers
TOTAL
Gross Square Feet, Bldg.
Rentable Square Feet, Bldg.
Parking spaces:
USES OF FUNDS
Acquisition:
Sitework:
Building:
Const. Contingency:
Tenant Improvements:
Parking:
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT CC
Per Gross Square Foot of bu
SOURCES OF FUNDS
First Mortgage
Gap/Subsidies Necessary
TOTAL SOURCES
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT
Sq.Ift. Acres
84,600 1.94
84,464 1.94
169,064 3.88
Floor GSF
1 26,318
2 22,278
3 22,278
4 18,678
5 18,678
6 12,200
7 12,200
8 12,200
9 12,200
TOTAL: 157,030
86% 134,791
0.56 76
per thousand RSF
pier demo.:
new piers:
landscaping:
$0.50 p
$31.17
per GSF (avg.)
10%
$9.53
$3,000
$1,500,000
$0
$0
$42,300
er sf upland
$4,895,275
$489,527
1,356,290
$228,000
per space
100% $7,011,392
of construction costs
From Sched, 1,533,586
ST: $10,044,978
ilding area: $63.97
From Sched 1
49%
$5,162,325
$4,882,653
$10,044,978
*See Schedule C for explanations of individual line items.
Phase I
Piers and Ground Floor indust.
100% of area
100% of area
100% of floor 1
0% of floor 2
0% of floor 3
0% of floor 4
0% of floor 5
0% of floor 6
0% of floor 7
0% of floor 8
0% of floor 9
TOTAL:
90% of GSF
3.21 per 1,000
cumulative ratio:
pier demolition:
new pier constr.:
landscaping:
$20.00 /GSF bldg
10% of const.
$5.00 /RSFbldg
76 spaces
14% of total
From Schedule A
29% of total
Per Sq. Ft., Bldg.:
From Schedule B
84% of TDC
84,600
84.464
169,064
26,318
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
26,318
23,686
76
3.21
$1,500,000
$0
$0
$42,300
$526,360
$52,636
$118,431
$228,000
$967,727
$463,000
$2,930,727
$111.36
$464,927
$2,465.800
$2,930,727
Phase 11
Second Floor Office/R&D Space
0% of area
0% of area
0% of floor 1
100% of floor 2
0% of floor 3
0% of floor 4
0% of floor 5
0% of floor 6
0% of floor 7
0% of floor 8
0% of floor 9
85% of GSF
0.00 per 1,000
cumulative ratio:
pier demolition:
new pier constr.:
landscaping:
5% increase fr
$31.50 /GSF bldg
10% of const.
$10.50 /RSF bldg
0 spaces
14% of total
From Schedule A
12% of total
Per Sq. Ft., Bldg.:
From Schedule B
34% of TDC
0
22,278
0
0
0
0
0
0
Q
22,278
18,936
0
1.78
om phase I
$701,757
$70,176
$198,8311
$0
$970,764
$199,099
$1,169,863
$52.51
$774,805
$395,059
$1,169,863
Phase il
Floors 3-5 Office/R&D S1
0% of area
0% of area
0% of floor I
0% of floor2
100% of floor 3
100% of floor 4
100% of floor 5
0% of floor 6
0% of floor 7
0% of floor 8
0% of floor 9
85% of GSF
0.00 per 1,000
cumulative ratio:
pace
0
0
0
0
0
22,278
18,678
18,678
0
0
0
59,634
50,689
0
0.81
$0
pier demolition: $0
new pier constr.: $0
landscaping: $0
5% increase from phase II
$33.08 /GSF bldg $1,972,395
10% of const.
$11.03 /RSF bldg
0 spaces
$197,239
$558,845
$0
39% of total $2,728,479
From Schedule A
32% of total
Per Sq. Ft., Bldg.:
From Schedule B
19% of TDC
$469,839
$3,198,318
$53.63
$2,580,906
$617.412
$3,198,318
Phase IV
Floors 6-9 Office/R&D Space
0% of area
0% of area
0% of floor I
0% of floor 2
0% of floor 3
0% of floor 4
0% of floor 5
100% of floor 6
100% of floor 7
100% of floor 8
100% of floor 9
85% of GSF
0.00 per 1,000
cumulative ratio:
pier demolition:
new pier constr.:
landscaping:
$3
$1
From
P
0
0
0
0
0
12,200
12,200
12,200
12,200
48,800
41,480
0
0.56
$0
$0
$0
$0
5% increase from phase lIl
4.73 1GSF bldg $1,694,763
10% of const. $169,476
1.58 IRSF bldg $480,183
0 spaces $0
33% of total $2,344,422
Schedule A $401,647
27% of total $2,746,070
er Sq. Ft., Bldg.: $56.27
From Schedule B
51% of TDC
$1,341,687
$1.404.382
$2,746,070
C,,
0
0
'*1
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SCHEDULE A:
Financial Feasibility Analysis: Maritime Small Business Incubator
SOFT COSTS
Architectural & Engineering
Appraisal
Market Studies
Permits & Approvals
Owner's Legal
Lender's Legal
Title Insurance and Recording
Accounting/Cost Certification
Project Administration
Development Consultant
Marketing & Leasing
Insurance
Real Estate Taxes During Const
Building Security
Utilities
Pest Control
Capitalized Reserves
Construction Loan Interest
Phase I
Phase I
Phase Ill
Phase IV
Financing Fees
Soft Cost Subtotal:
Soft Cost Contingency
Developer's Fee
TOTAL SOFT COSTS
3.50% of building & site costs, incl. contingency
guess
guess
reduced from $250,000 for residential
guess
based on residential
based on residential
based on residential
2.75% of building & site costs, inc. contingency
based on residential
$2.00 per GSF
reduced from residential for each phase
based on residential
based on residential
guess
same as residential
$1.00 per GSF
$464,927 loan, 50% drawn,
$774,805 loan, 50% drawn,
$2,580,906 loan, 50% drawn,
$1,341,687 loan, 50% drawn,
1.50% of construction loan amount
8.75%
8.75%
8.75%
8.75%
10.0% of above costs
1.50% of acquisition, hard & soft cost subtotal
Phase I
$21,745
$1,500
$10,000
$100,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$17,086
$20,000
$52,636
$20,000
$50,000
$5,000
$2,000
$2,000
$26,318
$13,560
$0
$0
$0
$203
$382,049
$38,205
$42.747
$463,000
Phase Il
$27,018
$1,500
$5,000
$0
$5,000
$5,000
$0
$5,000
$21,228
$10,000
$44,556
$20,000
$0
$0
$2,000
$2,000
$0
$0
$16,949
$0
$0
$254
$165,505
$16,550
$17,044
$199,099
8 mo.
6 mo.
6 mo.
6 mo.
Phase IlIl
$75,937
$1,500
$10,000
$0
$5,000
$5,000
$0
$5,000
$59,665
$10,000
$119,268
$30,000
$0
$0
$3,000
$3,000
$0
$0
$0
$56,457
$0
$847
$384,674
$38,467
$46,697
$469,839
Phase IV
$65,248
$1,500
$0
$0
$5,000
$5,000
$0
$5,000
$51,267
$10,000
$97,600
$30,000
$0
$0
$3,000
$3,000
$22,278
$0
$0
$0
$29,349
$440
$328,683
$32,868
$40,097
$401,647
Total
$189,949
$6,000
$25,000
$100,000
$25,000
$25,000
$10,000
$25,000
$149,245
$50,000
$314,060
$100,000
$50,000
$5,000
$10,000
$10,000
$48,596
$0
$13,560
$16,949
$56,457
$29,349
$1,745
$1,260,911
$126,091
$146,585
$1,533,586
, ,a
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SCHEDULE B: 10 YEAR OPERATING STATEMENT BASE CASE
Revenues (Gross Rents) Year 1 Year Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Base Rent
Piers (Phase 1) $0.01 pers.t Mper $1,691 $1,724 $1,759 $1,812 $1,866
Ground Fir industrial (Phase 1) $5.00 parr.st. $118,431 $120,800 $123,216 $126,912 $130,719
2nd Fir Office/R&D (Phase 11) $6.00 perr.f.' $0 $0 $118,208 $121,764 $125,407
Office/R&D (Phase ill) $7.00 perrs.f.' $0 $0 $0 $0 $391,639
Office/R&D (Phase IV) $8.00 perr.s .' IQ 19 IQ I Q
TOTAL 'Base reonts are trendedfrom Yr 1 $120,122 $122,624 $243,183 $250,478 $649,631
Tenant knprovement Financing (assumes T.s are financed over 5 yearleases at 25 basis points overmortgage)
Piers (Phase 1) 0 per sa. pier $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Ground Fir Industrial (Phase 1) $1.25 perr.s. $29,501 $29,501 $29,501 $29,601 $29,501
Second Fir industrial (Phase 11) $2.62 perr.s.' $0 $0 $49,529 $49,529 $49,529
Office/R&D (Phase Ill) $2.75 prr.s.f.' $0 $0 $0 $0 $139,208
Office/R&D (Phase IV) $2.88 prrs.f. 19 IQ 1 so U
TOTAL $29,501 $29,501 $79,030 $79,030 $218,239
Less Vacancy/Loss Reserve
Piers (Phase I) 6% average ($101) ($103) ($106) ($109) ($112)
Ground Fir industrial (Phase 1) 14% average ($16,580) ($16,912) ($17,250) ($17,768) ($18,301)
2nd Fir Office/R&D (Phase 11) 14% average $0 $0 ($16,549) ($17,046) ($17,557)
Office/R&D (Phase Il1) 14% average $0 $0 $0 $0 ($54,829)
Offica/R&D (Phase IV) 14% average I0 I0 t0 I0 0
TOTAL ($16,682) ($17,015) ($33,905) ($34,922) ($90,799)
Effective Gross Incorne $132,941 $135,010 $288,308 $294,586 $777,071
Expefnses G
Utillities
Common Area Electric
Tenant Electric
Heat
Water & Sewer
Real Estate Taxes
Insurance
Management (inc. legal, acctg.)
Shared receptionist
Payroll (1 FTE when complete)
Benefits & payroll taxes
Leasing
Payroll
Beneflis & payroll taxes
Markoling/Promotion
Maintenance
Payroll
Benefits & payroll taxes
Contracts & Cleaning
Supplies
Snow Removal
Trash Removal
Elevator Maintenance
Sprinkler Maintenance
Other Repairs
T Pass Subsidies ($1O/mo'IOO)
Replacement Reserve
TOTAL EXPENSES
per GSF:
ross Square Feet, Buildng:
$0.15 perGSF
Paid by tenants
$0.14 perGSF
$0.09 per GSF
$0.63 per GSF
$0.20 per GSF
6% of EGI
26,316
$3,948
$0
$3,685
$2,369
$16,580
$5,264
$7,976
$134,641 $138,680 142,841 $147,126 611.540
$129,169 $133,044
$403,388 $415,490
2 $388.578
$669,120 $1,077,771
$0 $0
$0 $0
$49,529 $49,529
$139,208 $139,208
IQ $1J1.614
$188,737 $305,351
($115) ($119)
($18,850) ($19,415)
($18,084) ($18,626)
($56,474) ($58,169)
1O 364.4011
($93,523) ($150,730)
$764,334 $1,235,393
26,318 48,596 46,596 108,230 108,230 157,030
$4,106
$0
$3,832
$2,511
$17,078
$5,474
$8,296
$7,884
$0
$7,359
$4,914
$32,480
$10,512
$8,627
$8,200 $18,992
$0 $0
$7,653 $17,726
$4,920 $11,395
$33,454 $76,743
$10,933 $25,323
$8,972 $9,331
$19,752 $29,804
$0 $0
$18,435 $27,817
$11,851 $17,882
$79,045 $118,126
$26,338 $39,739
$9,705 $10,093
$0.14 per GSF $3,687 $3,835 $7,364 $7,658 $17,739 $18,448 $27,837
29% ofpayroll $1,069 $1,112 $2,136 $2,221 $5,144 $5,350 $8,073
$0.20 per GSF $5,264 $5,474 $10,512 $10,933 $25,323 $26,336 $39,739
29% ofpayroll $1,526 $1,588 $3,049 $3,171 $7,344 $7,637 $11,524
$0.05 perGSF $1,316 $1,369 $2,628 $2,733 $6,331 $6,584 $9,935
$0.15 perGSF
29% olpayroll
$0.15 per GSF
$0.05 per GSF
$100 per stall
$0.05 per GSF
$2,000 pereev.
$1,000 forbldg.
$0.15 per GSF
$0.08 perGSF
$0.10 per GSF
NET OPERATING INCOME
Debt Service
Phase I Loan
Phase il Loan
Phase IlIl Loan
Phase IV Loan
Debt Coverage Ratio
NET CASH FLOW
$3,892
$1,129
$3,948
$1,316
$7,600
$1,316
$0
$1,000
$3,948
$2,105
$2,632
$81,560
$3.10
$4,047 $7,772
$1,174 $2,254
$4,106 $7,884
$1,369 $2,628
$7,904 $8,220
$1,369 $2,628
$0 $6,490
$1,040 $1,082
$4,106 $7,884
$2,190 $4,205
$2,737 $5,256
$04,713 $153,768
$3.22 $3.16
$51,373 $50,297 $134,539
$45,868 $45,868 $45,868
$0 $0 $76,440
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0
1.12 1.10 1.10
$8,083 $18,723
$2,344 $5,430
$8,200 $18,992
$2,733 $6,331
$8,549 $8,891
$2,733 $6,331
$6,749 $7,019
$1,125 $1,170
$8,200 $18,992
$4,373 $10,129
$5,466 $12,661
$159,403 $336,058
$3.26 $3.11
$135,183 $441,012
$45,868 $45,868
$76,440 $76,440
$0 $254,625
$0 $0
1.11 1.17
$19,472 $29,381
$5,647 $8,521
$19,752 $29,804
$6,684 $9,935
$9,247 $9,616
$6,584 $9,935
$7,300 $7,592
$1,217 $1,265
$19,752 $29,804
$10,534 $15,895
$13,168 $19,869
$348,733 $512,186
$3.22 $3.26
$415,601 $723,207
$45,868 $45,868
$76,440 $76,440
$254,625 $254,625
$0 $132,367
1.10 1.42
$5,504 $4,429 $88,671 $89,314 $395,144 $369,733 $677,339
$137,035 $141,146 $145,381 Pha a talais
$427,954 $440,793 $454,017 Wonflypmt $3,822$400.236 $412.242 $424.609 hterest raw: 8.75%
$1,110,105 $1,143,408 $1,177,710 7*nn (yrs.): 10
Am~ort Ce.): 25
$0 $0 $0 morte am: $46427
$0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 Aonlynpmt $6,370
$139,208 $139,208 $0 ktrellat: 8.75%
j I9.614 S1J9.614 1li9I.61 TrM (yis. a
$258,822 $258,822 $119,614 Amott(yre.): 25
Atome Amit W4.005
($122) ($126) ($130)
($19,998) ($20,698) ($21,216) Mofypimt $21,219
($19,185) ($19,761) ($20,353) hnerestrate: 6.75%
($59,914) ($61,711) ($63,562) Term r .
3560331 (5.67-7141 1.5.445) Anthtt Onr,): 25($155,252) ($159,909) ($164,706) AMts #mt. $58006
$1,213,675 $1,242,321 $1,132,617
Monboypmt $11,031
157,030 157,030 157,030 htstrole: 8.75%
Torm (yra): 4
$30,996 $32,236 $33,525 Amort (yrs.): 25
$0 $0 $0 ~o , $1 ,41,687
$28,930 $30,087 $31,290 See Schedule C for explanafions of
$18,598 $19,342 $20,115 indvidual line items
$121,670 $125,320 $129,080
$41,328 $42,981 $44,701
$10,496 $10,916 $11,353
$28,950 $30,109 $31,313
$8,396 $8,731 $9,081
$41,328 $42,981 $44,701
$11,985 $12,465 $12,963
$10,332 $10,745 $11,175
$30,557 $31,779 $33,050
$8,861 $9,216 $9,585
$30,996 $32,236 $33,525
$10,332 $10,745 $11,175
$10,001 $10,401 $10,817
$10,332 $10,745 $11,175
$7,896 $8,211 $8,540
$1,316 $1,369 $1,423
$30,996 $32,236 $33,525
$18,531 $17,193 $17,880
$20,664 $21,491 $22,350
$531,492 $551,535 $572,343
$3.38 $3.51 $3.64
$682,183 $690,706 $560,274
RLancngu
$45,868 $45,868 $45,868 $382,448
$76,440 $76,440 $76,440 $076164
$254,625 $254,625 $254,625 $2,34,7$9
$132,367 $132,367 $132,367 i1.27.0.1
1.34 1.36 1.10 $4,$82,42
$636,315 $644,917 $514,406
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SCHEDULE C: Explanation of Line Items
ftem
DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW
1 Upland area
2 Piers
3 Gross Square Feet, Building
4 Efficiency factor, ground floor
5 Efficiency factor, 2nd fIr office/R&D
6 Eff. factor, upper floor office/R&D
7 Parking spaces
USES OF FUNDS
8 Acquisition
9 Pier demolition
10 New pier construction
11 Landscaping
12 Building construction - Industrial
13 Building construction -Office/R&D
14 Tenant improvements - Industrial
15 Tenant improvements - Office/R&D
16 Parking
17 Soft Costs
OPERATING INCOME
18 Pier Rent
19 Ground Foor Industrial Rent
20 Second Floor Industrial Rent
21 Phase Ill Office/R&D Rent
22 Phase IV Office/R&D Rent
23 Tenant Improvement Financing
24 Pier Vacancy/Loss Reserve
25 Ground Foor Industrial Vacancy
26 Phase II Office/R&D vacancy
27 Phase IlIl Office/R&D vacancy
28 Phase IV Office/R&D vacancy
OPERATING EXPENSES
29 Common Area Electric
30 Tenant Electric
31 Heat
32 Water & Sewer
33 Real Estate Taxes
34 Insurance
35 Management (incl. legal, acctg.)
36 Receptionist Payroll
37 Receptionist Benefits/Payroll Taxes
38 Leasing Payroll
39 Leasing Benefits & Payroll Taxes
40 Marketing/Promotion
41 Maintenance Payroll
42 Benefits & payroll taxes
43 Contracts & Cleaning
44 Supplies
45 Snow Removal
46 Trash Removal
47 Elevator Maintenance
48 Sprinkler Maintenance
49 Other Repairs
50 T Pass Subsidies
51 Replacement Reserve
Amount
84,600
84,464
157,030
90%
85%
85%
76
$1,500,000
$0
$0
$0.50
$20
$30
$5.00
$10.50
$3,000
per sq. ft. upland
per GSF
per GSF
per GSF
per GSF
per space
$0.01 per sq.ft. of pier
$5.00 per RSF
$6.00 per RSF
$7.00 per RSF
$8.00 per RSF
varies per RSF
6% average
14% average
14% average
14% average
14% average
$0.15 per GSF
$0 per GSF
$0.14 per GSF
$0.09 per GSF
$0.63 per GSF
$0.20 per GSF
6% of EGI
$0.14 per GSF
29% of payroll
$0.19 per GSF
29% of payroll
$0.05 per GSF
$0.15 per GSF
29% of payroll
$0.15 per GSF
$0.05 per GSF
$100 per stall
$0.05 per GSF
$2,000 per elev.
$1,000 for bldg.
$0.15 per GSF
$0.08 per GSF
$0.10 per GSF
Comment
From appraisal
From appraisal (total Site less total upland area)
From appraisal
Guess
Assumes common hallways, etc. make for less efficient space
Assumes common hallways, etc. make for less efficient space
Based on architects' plan for residential, less 23 spaces where loading docks, etc. would be
Based on appraised value if residential uses are not considered
Assumes BTT repairs piers rather than NOAH demolishing & rebuilding
Assumes BTT repairs piers rather than NOAH demolishing & rebuilding
Guess. Note that piers are not open space and parking lot takes up most of remaining open area.
Lowered from architect's estimate of $30-$40, assuming little subdivision of space.
Based on architects estimate of $30-$40, increased 5% for each phase.
Allowance. Assumes tenant improvements are financed into the lease, on top of base rent.
Allowance. Assumes tenant improvements are financed into the lease, on top of base rent. 5% increase for Phases Ill and IV.
Based on NOAH's residential analysis
See Schedule A: Soft Costs
Guess. Assumes nominal rent due to BTT's rebuilding of piers.
The Brewery's highest industrial rent
Low point of the Brewery's office rents ($6-$10), given access issues & limited views
Low/mid point of the Brewery's office rents ($6-$10), given access issues
Increased over Phase IlIl due to view premiums from upper floors
Repayment of five year loans from NOAH to cover cost of T.I.s at 25 basis points over mortgage interest rate
Nominal number as a loss reserve. Assumes BTT leases entire piers.
Forging the Incubator recommendation: 8% vacancy plus 6% loss reserve Does not include initial lease-up
Forging the Incubator recommendation: 8% vacancy plus 6% loss reserve Does not include initial lease-up
Forging the Incubator recommendation: 8% vacancy plus 6% loss reserve Does not include initial lease-up
Forging the Incubator recommendation: 8% vacancy plus 6% loss reserve Does not include initial lease-up
50% of 1995 electric bill for entire building ($0.31 per GSF)
Paid by tenants
Tripled 1995 water & sewer expense due to higher number of employees
Doubled 1995 heating expense due to increase from warehouse level heat. Note that rents are gross.
Property's 1996 tax assessment. Assumes tax abatement will freeze taxes at this level, plus 3% inflation.
Based on the Brewery's $30,000 annual figure for 150,000 sq. ft.
Based on a 1995 proposed medical office building in Chicago
Assumes 1.0 FTE when project is built out (157,000 sq. ft.), at $22,000 (it full-time) in Year 1. Perhaps shared with NOAH until full-time?
Based on the Venture Center's benefits/taxes (24% of salary in FY96 and 39% in FY97 budget)
Assumes 1.0 FTE when project is built out, at year i FTE salary of $30,000
Based on the Venture Center's benefits/taxes (24% of salary in FY96 and 39% in FY97 budget)
Guess. Nominal amount.
Assumes 1.0 FTE when project is built out (157,000 sq. ft.), at $25,000 (if full-time) in Year I
Based on the Venture Center's benefits/taxes (24% of salary in FY96 and 39% in FY97 budget)
Guess. The Venture Center's cleaning item is $0.09 PSF.
Guess. Nominal amount.
Guess
Based on the Venture Center's $.06 (FY96) - $.07 (FY 97 budgeted) per sq. ft. costs. Lowered for economies of scale.
Based on the Brewery's $5,000 per year
Guess
Based on the Venture Center's $0.34 (FY96) - $0.22 (FY97 budgeted). Lowered for newer renovations.
If City req. in lieu of addl. pkg. Assumes 200 empl. when bldg. full (same as Brewery), 50% will take T, owner will pay $10/mo twd. T passes in Yr 1.
Guess
~.ep
scenarios are shown in Exhibits 10 and 11, respectively. Master-leasing actually increased the funding
gap to $5.4 million (63 percent of TDC). Long-term leasing may also be problematic for mortgage
financing. Lowering the purchase price does help the project, lowering the gap to $3.9 million, or 43
percent of TDC. However, even this is a formidable amount.
The most significant problem in each version is not the acquisition cost but the fact that the
achievable rents simply do not cover development and operating costs. At $3.10 per square foot, the
Deran project's Year 1 operating costs are below comparable projects: this year's total operating
expenses at the Brewery (110,000 square feet developed) are budgeted at $3.18 per square foot, while
expenses at the Glenville Enterprise Center (125,000 square feet) are budgeted at $4.23 per square foot
and those at the Venture Center (30,000 square feet) are budgeted at $4.61 per square foot. Given the
high cost of operating a small business incubator facility (especially in an older building such as the
Deran property), either rents would need to be increased dramatically or development costs would need
to be substantially lowered before the required subsidy could be significantly reduced.
Potential Subsidy Sources
Several subsidy sources are typically used to finance small business incubators, including OCS
grants, EDA grants, CDBG funds, and foundation grants. A description of potential sources follows.
" OCS grants: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services' Office of Community Services
(OCS) offers annual discretionary grants of up to $750,000 through its Urban and Rural Community
Economic Development Program to support economic development projects that create jobs for low-
income persons. These funds must be matched with local government or private funds. Small
business incubator projects have routinely been awarded OCS grants.180 For example, the Glenville
Enterprise Center received a $500,000 grant for one phase of its development and is currently
requesting $681,400 for completion of the facility. The Brewery has received three OCS grants to
partially fund three of its four phases of development. In FY 1996, OCS assisted 73 economic
development projects with $22 million in aid.181
* EDA grants: The U.S. Department of Commerce's Economic Development Administration (EDA)
is another typical source of subsidy for incubator projects. Through its Economic Adjustment
Program, EDA provides both strategy (planning) grants and implementation grants to support
activities in areas with high unemployment caused by either "long-term economic deterioration" or
"sudden and severe economic dislocation." Like OCS grants, these grants require matching funds.
The Glenville Enterprise Center is currently applying to EDA for a $600,000 grant to complete its
renovations, and the Brewery received a $500,000 EDA grant in 1985 to partially fund its second
phase. In FY 1996, EDA allocated $30 million in aid for these activities, with an average grant size
of $291,000.
e CDBGfunds: The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's (HUD) Office of
Community Planning and Development funds a wide range of local activities through its Community
17 9 The facility has a total of 160,000 square feet, but some of the upper-story industrial space has not been developed due to its
obsolescence.
180 Other commercial real estate projects in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods, such as shopping centers and the Lithgow
commercial project, have also received OCS grants in the past.
181 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Administration for children and Families, "Fact Sheet: Urban and Rural
Economic Development Program," (published on the Internet, http://www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/opa/facts/ocs.htm).
DEVELOPMENT SCOPE
Site Area:
upland area
piers
TOTAL
Gross Square Feet, Bldg.
Rentable Square Feet, Bldg.
Parking spaces:
USES OF FUNDS
Acquisition:
Sitework:
Building:
Const. Contingency:
Tenant Improvements:
Parking:
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT CC
Per Gross Square Foot of bui
SOURCES OF FUNDS
First Mortgage
GaplSubsidles Necessary
TOT AL SOURCES F
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DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW/SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS STATEMENT
OPTION 1: PROPERTY MASTER-LEASED FROM CURRENT OWNERS
' - - .- .
-
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT
gi Acres
84,600 1.94
84.464 1.94
169,064 3.88
Floor GSF
1 26,318
2 22,278
3 22,278
4 18,678
5 18,678
6 12,200
7 12,200
8 12,200
9 12.200
TOTAL: 157,030
86% 134,791
056 76
per thousand RSF
[Leased]
pier demo.:
new piers:
landscaping:
$0.50 pe
$31.17
per GSF (avg.)
10%
$9.53
$3,000
$0
$0
$0
$42,300
r sf upland
$4,895,275
$489,527
1,356,290
$228,000
per space
100% $7,011,392
of construction costs
From Sched A 1,458,165
ST: $8,469,557
Iding area: $53.94
From Sched B
63%
$3,109,081
$5.360,476
$846955,7
*See Schedule C for explanations of individual line items.
Phase I
Piers and Ground Floor Indust.
100% of area
100% of area
100% of floor I
0% of floor 2
0% of floor3
0% of floor 4
0% of floor 5
0% of floor 6
0% of floor 7
0% of floor8
0% of floor 9
TOTAL:
90% of GSF
3.21 per 1,000
cumulative ratio:
pier d
new p
lands
$2
From
P
84,600
84,464
169,064
26,318
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Q
26,318
23,686
76
3.21
$0
emolition: $0
ier constr.: $0
caping: $42,300
0.00 /GSFbldg $526,360
10% of const. $52,636
5.00 /RSFbdg $118,431
76 spaces $228,000
14% of total $967,727
Schedule A $432,139
17% of total $1,399,866
er Sq. Ft., Bldg.: $53.19
From Schedule B
85% of TDC
$211,631
$1.188.236
$1 399.866
Ph ase il
Second Floor Office/R&D S
0% of area
0% of area
of floor I
of floor 2
of floor 3
of floor 4
of floor 5
of floor 6
of floor 7
of floor 8
of floor 9
0%
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
85% of GSF
0.00 per 1,000
cumulative ratio:
pace
0
0
0
0
22,278
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
22,278
18,936
0
1.78
pier demolition:
new pier constr.:
landscaping:
5% increase from phase I
$31.50 /GSFbldg
10% of const.
$10.50 /RSFbldg
0 spaces
14% of total
From Schedule A
14% of total
Per Sq. Ft., Bldg.:
From Schedule B
54% of TDC
$701,757
$70,176
$198,831
$0
$970,764
$193,046
$1,163,810
$52.24
$530,278
$633.532
$1,163,810
Phase 1i11Floors 3-5 Office/R&D Space
0% of area
0% of area
0% of floor I
0% of floor 2
100% of floor 3
100% of floor 4
100% of floor 5
0% of floor 6
0% of floor 7
0% of floor 8
0% of floor 9
85% of GSF
0.00 per 1,000
cumulative ratio:
pier demolition:
new pier constr.:
landscaping:
5%
$33.08
0
0
22,278
18,678
18,678
0
0
0
0
59,634
50,689
0
0.81
increase from phase I
/GSFbldg $1,972,395
10% of const. $197,239
$11.03 IRSF bldg $558,845
0 spaces $0
39% of total $2,728,479
From Schedule A
38% of total
Per Sq. Ft., Bldg.:
From Schedule B
41% of TDC
$452,245
$3,180,724
$53.34
$1,870,204
$1,310,520
$3,180,724
Floors 6-9 Office/R&D Space
0% of area 0
0% of area -Q
0
0% of floor 1 0
0% of floor 2 0
0% of floor 3 0
0% of floor 4 0
0% of floor 5 0
100% of floor 6 12,200
100% of floor 7 12,200
100% of floor 8 12,200
100% of floor 9 12.200
48,800
85% of GSF 41,480
0.00 per 1,000 0
cumulative ratio: 0.56
pier demolition: $0
new pier constr.: $0
landscaping: $0
5% increase from phase Ill
$34.73 /GSF bldg $1,694,763
10% of const. $169,476
$11.58 /RSF bldg $480,183
0 spaces $0
33% of total $2,344,422
From Schedule A $380,735
32% of total $2,725,157
Per Sq. Ft., Bldg.:
From Schedule B
82% of TDC
$55.84
$496,969
$2,228,188
$2,725,157
I I
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SCHEDULE B: 10 YEAR OPERATING STATEMENT OPTION 1: PROPERTY MASTER-LEASED
Revenues (Gross Rents) Year 1 Year 2 Year I Year 4 Year S
Base Rent
Piers (Phase I) $0.01 pers.l.pier $1,691 $1,724 $1,759 $1,812 $1,866
GroundFirIndustrial(Phase1) $5.00 perr.s. $118,431 $120,800 $123,216 $126,912 $130,719
2nd Fir Office/R&D (Phase 1i) $6.00 perr.s.' $0 $0 $118,208 $121,754 $125,407
Office/R&D (Phase i1) $7.00 perr.s.f' $0 $0 $0 $0 $391,639
Office/R&D (Phase IV) $6.00 perr.sf.' 1 12 IQ IQ 12TOTAL 'Base rents are trendedfrom Yr 1 $120,122 $122,524 $243,183 $250,478 $649,631
Tenant Improvement Finandng (assumes .I.s are financed over 5 yearleases at 25 basis points overmotfgage)
Piers (Phase 1) 0 per atf. pier $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Ground Fir industrial (Phase 1) $1.25 perr.s.f. $29,501 $29,501 $29,601 $29,501 $29,501
Second Fir industrial (Phase l1) $2.62 perr..' $0 $0 $49,529 $49,529 $49,529
Office/R&D (Phase 1i) $2.75 perr.s.f.' $0 $0 $0 $0 $139,208
Office/R&D (Phase IV) $2.88 perras .' 10 a 1 .2 19
TOTAL $29,601 $29,601 $79,030 $79,030 $218,239
Less Vacancy/Loss Reserve
Piers (Phase 1)
Ground Fir industrial (Phase I)
2nd Fir Office/R&D (Phase II)
Office/R&D (Phase ill)
Office/R&D (Phase IV)
TOTAL
Effective Gross Income
ixpenses G
Master Lease Rental Expense
Utiltities
Common Area Electric
Tenant Electdic
00 Heat
Water & Sewer
Real Estate Taxes
insurance
Management (Incl. legal, acetg.)
Shared receptionist
Payroll (I FTE when complete)
Benefits & payroll taxes
Leasing
Payroll
Benefits & payroll taxes
Markeing/Promotion
Maintenance
Payroll
Benefits & payroll taxes
Contracts & Cleaning
Supplies
Snow Removal
Trash Removal
Elevator Maintenance
Sprinkler Maintenance
Other Repairs
T Pass Subsidies ($10'mo'100)
Replacement Reserve
TOTAL EXPENSES
per SF:
6% average
14% average
14% average
14% average
14% average
ross Square Feet, Building:
$1.00 per GSF
$0.15 per GSF
Paid by tenants
$0.14 perGSF
$0.09 perGSF
$0.63 perGSF
$0.20 per GSF
6% of EGI
($101)
($16,580)
$0
$0
12
($16,682)
$132,941
26,318
$26,318
$3,948
$0
$3,685
$2,369
$16,580
$5,264
$7,976
($103) ($106)
($16,912) ($17,250)
$0 ($16,549)
$0 $0
12 1Q
($17,015) ($33,905)
$135,010 $288,308
($109) ($112)
($17,768) ($18,301)
($17,046) ($17,557)
$0 ($54,829)
12 1Q
($34,922) ($90,799)
$294,586 $777,071
26,318 48,596 48,596 106,230
$27,371 $52,561 $54,664 $126,614
$4,106
$0
$3,832
$2,511
$17,078
$5,474
$8,296
$7,684
$0
$7,359
$4,914
$32,480
$10,512
$8,627
$8,200 $18,992
$0 $0
$7,653 $17,726
$4,920 $11,395
$33,454 $76,743
$10,933 $25,323
$8,972 $9,331
Year 6 Year 7
$1,922 $1,980
$134,641 $138,680
$129,169 $133,044
$403,388 $416,4901 $388-.78
$669,120 $1,077,771
$0 $0
$0 $0
$49,529 $49,529
$139,208 $139,208
10 $119814
$188,737 $308,351
($115) ($119)
($18,850) ($19,415)
($18,084) ($18,626)
($56,474) ($58,169)
12 354.4011
($93,523) ($160,730)
$764,334 $1,235,393
106,230 157,030
$131,678 $198,693
$19,752 $29,804
$0 $0
$18,435 $27,817
$11,851 $17,882
$79,045 $118,126
$26,336 $39,739
$9,705 $10,093
$0.14 perGSF $3,687 $3,835 $7,364 $7,658 $17,739 $18,448 $27,837
29% ofpayroll $1,069 $1,112 $2,136 $2,221 $5,144 $5,350 $8,073
$0.20 per GSF $5,264 $5,474 $10,512 $10,933 $25,323 $26,336 $39,739
29% ofpayroll $1,526 $1,588 $3,049 $3,171 $7,344 $7,637 $11,524$0.05 perGSF $1,316 $1,369 $2,628 $2,733 $6,331 $6,584 $9,935
$0.15 perGSF
29% ofpayroll
$0.15 per GSF
$0.05 per GSF
$100 per stall
$0.05 per GSF
$2,000 per elev.
$1,000 forbldg.
$0.15 per GSF
$0.06 per GSF
$0.10 per GSF
NET OPERATING INCOME
Debt Service
Phase I Loan
Phase il Loan
Phase IIl Loan
Phase IV Loan
Debt Coverage Ratio
NET CASH FLOW
$3,892
$1,129
$3,948
$1,316
$7,600
$1,316
$0
$1,000
$3,948
$2,105
$2,632
$107,886
$4.10
$4,047
$1,174
$4,106
$1,369
$7,904
$1,369
$0
$1,040
$4,106
$2,190
$2,737
$112,083
$4.26
$7,772
$2,254
$7,884
$2,628
$8,220
$2,628
$6,490
$1,082
$7,884
$4,205
$5,256
$206,330
$4.25
$8,083 $18,723
$2,344 $5,430
$8,200 $18,992
$2,733 $6,331
$8,549 $8,891
$2,733 $6,3311
$6,749 $7,019
$1,125 $1,170
$8,200 $18,992
$4,373 $10,129
$5,466 $12,661
$214,067 $462,672
$4.41 $4.27
$25,055 $22,926 $81,978 $80,519 $314,399
$20,879
$0
$0
$0
1.20
$20,879
$0
$0
$0
1.10
$20,879
$52,316
$0
$0
1.12
$20,879 $20,879
$52,316 $52,316
$0 $184,509
$0 $0
1.10 1.22
$19,472 $29,381
$5,647 $8,521
$19,762 $29,804
$6,584 $9,935
$9,247 $9,616
$6,584 $9,935
$7,300 $7,692
$1,217 $1,265
$19,752 $29,804
$10,534 $15,895
$13,168 $19,869
$480,412 $710,879
$4.44 $4.53
$283,923 $524,514
$20,879 $20,879
$52,316 $52,316
$184,509 $184,509
$0 $49,030
1.10 1.71
$4,176 $2,048 $61,099 $59,640 $293,520 $263,044 $503,635
1MNQ Years 23Ytar 4- 1
Rents 2% 3
Year a8 Year 9 Yaar 0 WAtr/S e #r 6% 4
RE Tax," v 3% 3
$2,039 $2,100 $2,163 Otr penses 4% 4
$142,841 $147,126 $151,640
$137,036 $141,146 $145,381
$427,954 $440,793 $454,017 Monflyprnt: $1,740$400.235 $412.242 $424.609 sterestntae: 8.75%
$1,110,105 $1,143,408 $1,177,710 Term (yrs.): 10
Amort. 1. 25$0 $0 $0 *0 amf $211,631
$0 $0 $0 phase
$0 $0 $0 Monblypat: $4,060
$139,208 $139,208 $0 8teretcais .75%$119.614 =119.1 S19.614 Term (ys.): a
$258,822 $258,822 $119,614 Anortrts,): 25
($122) ($126) ($130)
($19,998) ($20,598) ($21,216) AMohelypmt 615,376
($19,185) ($19,761) ($20,353) #)oest ra#s: 8.75%
($59,914) ($61,711) ($63,562) Term (y.): 6(156.0331 (157.7141 (154A Amort. 07s,): 25($155,252) ($159,909) ($164,706) Iof'e .mb $1970204
$1,213,675 $1,242,321 $1,132,617 h ac n
Monmly pmt $40"6
157,030 157,030 157,030 hterest tais: 8.75%
$206,641 $214,906 $223,503 Term {yts.): 4
Amott.(ys.) 25$30,996 $32,236 $33,525 Mot emt $4&. 96$
$0 $0 $0 See Schedule C for explanadons of
$28,930 $30,087 $31,290 indiv/duallin items
$18,598 $19,342 $20,115
$121,670 $125,320 $129,080
$41,328 $42,981 $44,701
$10,496 $10,916 $11,353
$28,950 $30,109 $31,313
$8,396 $8,731 $9,081
$41,328 $42,981 $44,701
$11,985 $12,465 $12,963
$10,332 $10,745 $11,175
$30,557 $31,779 $33,050
$8,861 $9,216 $9,585
$30,996 $32,236 $33,525
$10,332 $10,745 $11,175
$10,001 $10,401 $10,817
$10,332 $10,745 $11,175
$7,896 $8,211 $8,540
$1,316 $1,369 $1,423
$30,996 $32,236 $33,525
$16,531 $17,193 $17,880
$20,664 $21,491 $22,350
$738,133 $766,441 $795,846
$4.70 $4.8 $5.07
$475,543 $475,879 $336,772
RLfoancimon
$20,879 $20,879 $20,879 $14,087
$52,316 $52,316 $52,316 $462,077
$184,509 $184,509 $184,509 $1,706,316
$49,030 $49,030 $49,030 t470.52
1.55 1.55 1.10 $2,81,0
$454,664 $455,001 $315,893
0
~1T1
ID -
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DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW/SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS STATEMENT
OPTION 2: LOWER ACQUISITION COST BY $1 MILLION
DEVELOPMENT SCOPE
Site Area:
upland area
piers
TOTAL
Gross Square Feet, Bldg.
Rentable Square Feet, Bldg.
Parking spaces:
USES OF FUNDS
Acquisition:
Sitework:
Building:
Const. Contingency:
Tenant Improvements:
Parking:
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT
SqJft. Acres
84,600 1.94
84,464 1.94
169,064 3.88
Floor GSE
1 26,318
2 22,278
3 22,278
4 18,678
5 18,678
6 12,200
7 12,200
8 12,200
9 12,20
TOTAL: 157,030
86% 134,791
0.56 76
per thousand RSF
$500,000
pier demo.: $0
new piers: $0
landscaping: $42,300
$0.50 per sf upland
$31.17 $4,895,275
per GSF (avg.)
10% $489,527
$9.53 1,356,290
$3,000 $228,000
per space
100% $7,011,392
of construction costs
From Sched A 1,518,586
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST:
Per Gross Square Foot of building area:
SOURCES OF FUNDS
First Mortgage
GaplSubsidies Necessary
TOTAL SOURCES
From Sched B
43%
$9,029,978
$57.50
$5,162,325
$3,867,653
$9,029,978
*See Schedule C for explanations of individual line items.
Phase I
Piers and Ground Floor Indust.
100% of area
100% of area
100% of floor I
0% of floor 2
0% of floor 3
0% of floor 4
0% of floor 5
0% of floor 6
0% of floor 7
0% of floor 8
0% of floor 9
TOTAL:
90% of GSF
3.21 per 1,000
cumulative ratio:
pier demolition:
new pier constr.:
landscaping:
$20.00 /GSFbldg
10% of const.
$5.00 /RSF bldg
76 spaces
84,600
84,464
169,064
26,318
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
26,318
23,686
76
3.21
$500,000
$0
$0
$42,300
$526,360
$52,636
$118,431
$228,000
14% of total $967,727
From Schedule A
21% of total
Per Sq. Ft., Bldg.:
From Schedule B
76% of TDC
$448,000
$1,915,727
$72.79
$464,927
$1,450,800
$1,915,727
Phase il
Second Floor Office/R&D Space
0% of area
0% of area
0% of floor I
100% of floor2 22,27
0% of floor 3
0% of floor4
0% of floor 5
0% of floor 6
0% of floor 7
0% of floor8
0% of floor 9
22,27
85% of GSF 18,93
0.00 per 1,000
cumulative ratio: 1.7
pier demolition:
new pier constr.:
landscaping:
5% increase from phase /
$31.50 /GSF bldg
10% of const.
$10.50 /RSF bldg
0 spaces
14% of total
From Schedule A
13% of total
Per Sq. Ft., Bldg.:
From Schedule B
34% of TDC
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
'8
6
0
8
$701,757
$70,176
$198,831
$0
$970,764
$199,099
$1,169,863
$52.51
$774,805
$395,059
$1,169,863
Phase |||I
Floors 3-5 Office/R&D Space
0% of area
0% of area
0% of floor 1
0% of floor 2
100% of floor 3 22,2
100% of floor4 18,6
100% of floor 5 18,6
0% of floor 6
0% of floor 7
0% of floor 8
0% of floor 9
59,6
85% of GSF 50,6
0.00 per 1,000
cumulative ratio: 0.
pier demolition:
new pier constr.:
landscaping:
5%
$33.08
0
0
0
0
0
78
78
78
0
0
0
34
89
0
81
increase from phase I
/GSF bldg $1,972,395
10% of const.
$11.03 /RSF bldg
0 spaces
$197,239
$558,845
$0
39% of total $2,728,479
From Schedule A
35% of total
Per Sq. Ft., Bldg.:
From Schedule B
19% of TDC
$469,839 F
$3,198,318
$53.631
$2,580,906
$617.412
$3.198.318
Phase IV
Floors 6-9 Office/R&D Sp
0% of area
0% of area
0% of floor 1
0% of floor 2
0% of floor 3
0% of floor 4
0% of floor 5
100% of floor 6
100% of floor 7
100% of floor 8
100% of floor 9
85% of GSF
0.00 per 1,000
cumulative ratio:
pier demolition:
new pier constr.:
landscaping:
ace
0
Q
0
0
0
0
0
0
12,200
12,200
12,200
12,200
48,800
41,480
0
0.56
5% increase from phase l/l
$34.73 /GSFbldg $1,694,763
10% of const. $169,476
$11.58 /RSF bldg $480,183
0 spaces $0
33% of total $2,344,422
rom Schedule A $401,647
30% of total $2,746,070
Per Sq. Ft., Bldg.: $56.27
From Schedule B
51% of TDC
$1,341,687
$1.404.382
$2,746,070
.
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Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program. CDBG funds are allocated annually to the City of
Boston's Department of Public Facilities (PFD). In FY 1997, Boston received $26.0 million. The
City has broad discretion in using these funds, including use as matching funds towards other Federal
funding such as OCS and EDA grants. The City may also use CDBG funds as subordinated or
forgivable debt rather than as outright grants.
* Section 108 loan guarantees: The City may leverage its CDBG funds through the Section 108 Loan
Guarantee Program. Under the program, HUD borrows funds secured by the City's current and
future CDBG allocations. HUD then lends the proceeds to the City, which may, in turn, lend them to
a developer.182 Since HUD's borrowing is guaranteed by the HUD Secretary and backed by the full
faith and credit of the U.S. government, these funds carry a low interest rate. Loan terms are
flexible, with repayment periods of up to 20 years. Section 108 guarantees are available for
commercial projects in blighted areas and for projects in which more than 50 percent of employees
will be low- or moderate-income, as well as for affordable housing and community development
projects. The Seaport Hotel and Conference Center, which is now under construction as part of the
World Trade Center's expansion on the South Boston waterfront, received $40.0 million in Section
108 loan guarantees (36% of TDC), with a variable interest rate currently at 6.73%. According to the
developer, this was one of the largest guarantees ever made nationally under the program and the
City is more interested in using Section 108 to fund smaller projects in Boston's neighborhoods.183
e Rehabilitation investment tax credits: Section 47(a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Service Code allows
owners of commercial properties constructed before 1936 to receive a dollar-for-dollar credit on their
federal income taxes for up to 10 percent of "qualified rehabilitation expenditures" incurred for
substantial rehabilitation. 184 Although NOAH is a non-profit entity, it may be able to sell the tax
credits to a for-profit investor in exchange for equity in the project (much as low-income housing tax
credits may be sold).
* MassDevelopment Loans: The Massachusetts Development Finance Agency (MassDevelopment)
offers permanent mortgage loans of up to $3 million and terms of up to 18 years for real estate
development projects in inner city neighborhoods.185 MassDevelopment loans are flexible, offering
relatively low interest rates (e.g., 7-9 percent), low DCRs (down to 1.10) and high loan-to-value
ratios (up to 90 percent).
* Bondfinancing: MassDevelopment also issues tax-exempt and taxable bonds to finance projects
sponsored by non-profit organizations. The Jewish Rehabilitation Center for the Aged of the North
Shore (JRCA) recently used $8.5 million in MassDevelopment tax-exempt bonds to finance
construction of an assisted living facility in Peabody (30-year bonds with an average interest rate of
7.27%).186
e CDFC loans: The Community Development Finance Corporation (CDFC) provides subordinated
debt for CDC-sponsored commercial real estate development projects in low- and moderate-income
communities within Massachusetts. CDFC loans can be up to $300,000, can carry a low interest rate
182 Dale Penneys Levy, "HUD 108 Loan Guarantees-An Untapped Source of Federal Assistance," American City and County,
April 1994, 24.
183 World Trade Center, Boston Expansion presentation.
'4 Intemal Revenue Service, 'Technical Advice Memorandum," Letter 8917004 (Washington, DC: Internal Revenue Service
National Office, 1989), unpaginated; National Park Service, "Federal Tax Incentives for Historic Rehabilitation," (published on
the Internet, http://www2.cr.nps.gov/pad/taxact.html).
185 Massachusetts Development Finance Agency, "MassDevelopment Programs," (published on the Internet,
http://www.magnet.state.ma.us/mdfa/menu.htm).
116 Ibid.
(e.g., 7-8 percent), and can be subordinate down a 1.15 DCR. CDFC may consider contingent debt
repayment below this amount at a higher interest rate.
* Foundation grants: Foundations-particularly local foundations-also assist small business
incubator projects with grants and program-related investments. For example, the Glenville
Enterprise Center has received $791,000 from Cleveland Tomorrow (a civic organization sponsored
by Cleveland business leaders) and $300,000 from the Cleveland Foundation.
* LISC loans: The Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) occasionally offers subordinated
loans to CDCs to plug funding gaps. For example, LISC provided below-market rate loans to the
Neighborhood Development Corporation of Jamaica Plain to match federal grant financing for one
phase of the Brewery's renovations.
* Tax Increment Financing: NOAH may consider obtaining tax increment financing (TIF) from the
City of Boston to prevent the development's property taxes from soaring after renovation. With
other revenue sources constrained, the City is trying to maximize its property tax revenue from
commercial real estate.187 Under TIF, however, real estate taxes for eligible projects are frozen at an
established level, and portions of increased assessments may be exempted from tax or used to pay a
betterment fee towards local improvements in lieu of taxes. However, the project or neighborhood
would need to be designated an Economic Opportunity Area (EOA), with approval from the state
Economic Assistance Coordinating Council. Boston currently has one EOA, the Midtown area.'8
* Predevelopment Assistance: Finally, both MassDevelopment and the Community Economic
Development Assistance Corporation (CEDAC) offer predevelopment loans. MassDevelopment
offers loans of up to $20,000 for economic development projects. The loans require a 50% sponsor
match but do not need to be repaid if the project does not go forward. 189 CEDAC offers unsecured
predevelopment loans to CDCs at a 5.00 percent simple rate of interest.19
Although potential public sources of financing are numerous, the financial analyses presented in
this chapter suggest that a maritime small business incubator at the Deran property would be unable to be
developed using loans, bonds, and loan guarantees alone. Grant financing from OCS, EDA and
foundations would also be unlikely to fund the entire $3.9 to $4.9 million gap projected for the project.
Without some dramatic reworking of the small business incubator concept, this scenario appears to be
infeasible for the Deran property. Although current regulations clearly prohibit residential use on the
Site, Chapter V compares the financial viability of NOAH's proposed residential scenario assuming the
parcel were removed from the Designated Port Area and the Waterfront Service zoning were changed or
a use variance obtained.
187 Interview with Sarah Griffin.
188 The Massachusetts Economic Development Incentive Program (Boston: Massachusetts Office of Business Development,
n.d.), unpaginated.
189 Massachusetts Development Finance Agency (Internet).
90 Community Economic Development Assistance Corporation, 1995 Annual Report (Boston: CEDAC, 1996), 5.
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V. RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
As mentioned in Chapter I, NOAH hopes to redevelop the Deran property into artist loft housing,
with art-related commercial and community uses on the ground floor and with public access to the
waterfront. The current development scheme includes the following components, as shown in Exhibit
12:
e 102 condominiums on floors 2-9 and on a new 10th floor penthouse level, to be built on the roof of
the existing Building B. The units would include 60 studios, 5 one-bedroom apartments, 12 two-
bedroom apartments, and 13 duplexes, and would range in size from 540 to 2,870 square feet.
Approximately 50 percent (51 units) would be affordable to low- and moderate-income residents,
possibly subsidized through the City of Boston's one- to four-unit first-time homebuyer program. All
units would be loft-style, with exposed systems and 12-ft. ceilings, and the development would be
marketed at least in part to artists. An exercise room and an outdoor swimming pool for residents are
also contemplated for the new penthouse level.
* Four commercial spaces on the ground floor of Buildings B and C, totaling 9,900 square feet. These
spaces would be leased to artists, craftspeople, and other arts-related entrepreneurs.
* 8,600 square feet of ground floor community space in Building A, including a community gallery, a
community meeting area, a community activities room, and performance space. This space would
have its own outside entrance off New Street and would face Lo Presti Park.
* A 1,500 sq. ft. management and sales/leasing office on the ground floor of Building C.
e 99 outdoor parking spaces behind and on either side of the buildings.
* A landscaped plaza in front of buildings A and B, built by filling in the widened section of New
Street that is now used for perpendicular parking spaces. The Plaza would extend into the Site along
the Side of Building A facing the Park.
This chapter analyzes NOAH's development scheme in order to draw comparisons with the
maritime small business incubator scenario developed in Chapter IV. Conclusions and recommendations
regarding the feasibility of each scenario and their potential catalytic effects will then be presented in
Chapter VI.
Market Demand and Development Rationale
Given community concerns regarding low-income housing and gentrification, NOAH's choice of
artist-oriented loft housing appears to make more sense than either luxury condominiums or affordable
rental housing. The Deran property's location (next to BTT and the BHA's Maverick Gardens public
housing development) would also be a challenge for marketing luxury housing, as discussed in Chapter
III, and subsidies for an affordable rental property of this size may also prove challenging at the present
time. In contrast, loft housing is more economical to develop than fully finished units and may attract
moderate-income artists or others to the community.
Although the demand for loft housing in East Boston is untested, several signs are favorable for
such development:
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* East Boston has quietly attracted "scores of artists" in recent years, particularly to the Maverick
Square area. 19' At least two galleries have also opened in recent years: the Michael Beauchemin
Gallery on Maverick Square and the Kougeas Gallery on Eagle Hill.
* Loft housing is currently in demand in Boston, especially in the Leather District south of downtown
and in the Fort Point Channel area of South Boston where they sell for about $170 per square foot. 192
With rising prices downtown, artists and others in search of more affordable loft housing may
consider moving to East Boston.
e The spectacular views may lure artists or others to East Boston and compensate for the Deran Site's
somewhat isolated location. According to one recent press report, local real estate agents keep
waiting lists of people looking for apartments in East Boston with water views.193
NOAH also anticipates conducting a full-scale market study with focus groups before finalizing its
development scenario.
The ground floor commercial uses would present a synergy with the artist-oriented residential
uses on the upper floors, and such uses may encourage local entrepreneurship as well. With community
gallery and performance space also located on the ground floor, the Deran property could become
somewhat of an arts destination for East Boston, thereby strengthening the neighborhood's emerging arts
community. Although the marketability of art-related space is unknown at present, the relatively small
amount anticipated (less than 10,000 square feet in four spaces) and the flexibility of such space would
reduce risk if market demand were found to be weak.
Although this residential scenario does not comply with the existing land use controls affecting
the Deran property, NOAH may be able to get these regulations changed or waived:
* As mentioned in Chapter III, only about half of the property is located within the Designated Port
Area. Given the property's non-maritime current use, the potential for BTT's continued use of one
or more of the Deran piers, and the state and City's recommendations that the East Boston DPA be
amended, it is entirely possible that the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Office would
modify the DPA boundaries administratively. The Shaw's Supermarket development at Liberty
Plaza also provides a precedent for non-maritime development within the East Boston DPA.
* The Boston Redevelopment Authority has already indicated a willingness to amend the property's
existing zoning or to grant a variance if the community and state authorities embrace NOAH's
proposal.
e The ground floor community and commercial space, along with the proposed pedestrian plaza
extending from Lo Presti Park into New Street, should provide sufficient facilities of public
accommodation to comply with the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection's
Chapter 91 Tidelands Regulations. Continued marine-related use of the piers would also help
ensure compliance, as would public access to the water's edge.
191 Boston Globe, 22 October 1994, 33; Interview with Fran Riley, East Boston community leader and youth activist, 7 March
1997.
192 Boston Globe, 16 February 1997, Fl.
193 The Tab, 17 September 1996, 15.
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Financial Model and Potential Sources of Subsidy
NOAH's financial model is shown in Exhibit 13 and includes the following assumptions:194
* The market-rate condominiums would sell for prices between $115 and $125 per square foot. This
translates into an average price of $90,000 for the studios, $122,000 for the one-bedroom units,
$160,000 for the two-bedroom units, and $180,000 for the duplexes. The model does not include
price premiums for upper floors or discounts for units without views.
e The affordable condominiums would sell for prices between $73 and $83 per square foot, translating
into average prices of $59,000 for studios, $79,000 for one-bedroom units, $102,000 for two-
bedroom units, and $115,000 for duplexes. As with the market-rate units, premiums and discounts
by floor and view are not included.
* Affordable units would make up 50 percent of each unit type: 30 studios, 2.5 one-bedroom units, 12
two-bedroom units, and 6.5 duplexes. The final number and type of subsidized unit would be
determined based on market demand and the type of subsidies available to the project.
* The art and production-related commercial space is assumed to rent at $7.00 per rentable square foot,
on a triple-net basis.
e The community space would be rented at a break-even price of $14.45 per square foot.
e The rental portions of the project are assumed to be financed in part by a first mortgage loan, at a
1.15 Debt Coverage Ratio and an 8.75 percent interest rate, presumably from a public sector lender
such as the Massachusetts Development Finance Agency.
* The piers would be leased "as is" to Boston Towing and Transportation for no charge. Alternatively,
they could be repaired or replaced and leased to BTT at a break-even price.
As Exhibit 13 shows, the project as currently conceived would yield a financing gap of $8.7
million, or 46 percent of the project's $19 million TDC. Both the market-rate and the affordable
condominiums would have significant funding gaps (36 and 60 percent of TDC, respectively), as would
the commercial component (42 percent of TDC). Although significant subsidies are available for
residential rehabilitation projects, the unusually large amount of subsidy required in the current financial
model may be not be feasible in today's funding environment. A review of potential sources of subsidy
follows:
One- to Four Program: The City of Boston's Public Facilities Department (PFD) and the Massachusetts
Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) have set aside $7 million in HOME funds
over four years to subsidize development costs for one- to four-unit housing that is rehabilitated for sale
to low- and moderate-income first-time homebuyers. NOAH's preliminary research indicates that
condominium units would be considered one-unit housing under the Program.195 However, the
Program's limited funding and duration suggest that it would be insufficient to fund the entire $5.3
million gap for the 51 affordable units proposed here. The availability of other City and state funds for
the Deran project is unclear. To the extent that funding
'9 This model was originally created by the author as part of an internship with NOAH in the fall of 1996. The model was then
revised by NOAH's development consultant, Abramson & Associates, during the winter of 1996-97. The author further revised
and updated the model for NOAH in April 1997 to create the projections shown here.
195 Although this would seem contrary to the Program's original intent to stabilize Boston's single-family housing stock.
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NEIGHBORHOOD OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING, INC.
New Street Waterfront Development
Version 4.2-Based on Abramson & Associates pro fortna; Eliminates freight forwarding; unit #s and sq. ft. based on BCA 4/2/97 drawings
CAPITAL BUDGET
Development Scope
Site Area
Gross Square Feet
Efficiency Factor
# Units
Off-St. Parking Spaces
Development Total
Upland Area 84,600
Piers 84,464
Total 169,064
Floor 1 26,318
Floor 2 22,278
Floor 3 22,278
Floor 4 18,678
Floor 5 18,678
Floor 6 12,200
Floor 7 12,200
Floor 8 12,200
Floor 9 12,200
New Floor 10 11,700
Total: 168,730
100% of bldg.
Community Space
34%
(Floor 1 only)
Total:
8,979
8,979
5.3% of bldg.
ArtlCommercial Production
39%
(Floor I only)
Total:
10,261
10,261
6.1% of bldg.
Market Rate Condos
13%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
Total:
44.3%
Residential
3,539
11,139
11,139
9,339
9,339
6,100
6,100
6,100
6,100
5850
74,745
of bd9.
120,451 71.39% 1 8,646 96.29% 9,880 96.29%1[ 50,963 68.18%
Studios
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Duplex
Total Resid.
Plan+3 spaces 1u2IU treetpka. only Street ko. oniv
Studios
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Duplex
Total
1 ner unit
Affordable Condos
13% 3,539
50% 11,139
50% 11,139
50% 9,339
50% 9,339
50% 6,100
50% 6,100
50% 6,100
50% 6,100
50% 5,850
Total: 74,745
44.3% of bldg.
50,963 68.18%
30
2.5
12
6.5
51
Studios
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Duplex
Total
I er unit
Uses of Funds (per GSF In Italics)
Acquisition Costs $10.37 $1,750,000 $10.37 $93,121 $10.37 $106,423 $10.37 $775,228 $10.37 5,228
Site Work (uplnd - bldg) $1.00 $58,282 5.3% $3,101 6.1% $3,544 44.3% $25,818 44.3% $25,818
Pier Demolition $0
Pier Replacement $0 f5_ 0. 0_0 $513,050_- -
Hard Costs $72.95 $12,308,440 $65.00 $583,603 $70.00 $5,232,168 $80.00 $5,979,620
Const. Contingency 7.50% $923,133 7.50% $43,770 7.50% $38,479 7.50% $392,413 7.50% $448,472
Tenant Improvements $0.53 $89,785 $10.00 $89,785 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0
Parking $3,000.00 $306,000 $3,000.00 $0 $3,000.00 $0 $3,000.00 $153,000 $3,000.00 $153,000
Sof Cots$20.85 $3,517,209 $20.85 $87,5Soft Costs $2.5 7,0 5$  $20.85 $213892 $20.85 $15809$20.85 $11,558,079
Total Uses of Funds $18,952,849 Total $1,000,539 Total $875,389 Total $8,136,705 Total $8,940,216
Sources of Funds Avg Price Price/Sq. Ft. AvPrice Price/Sq. Ft
Condo Sales Studios $4,470,960 $89,563 $125.00 2,686,87 59,470 $83.00 784,085
1 BR $502,920 $121,920 $120.00 304,800 $79,248 $78.00 198,120
2BR $3,144,770 $160,305 $115.00 1,923,663 $101,759 $73.00 1,221,108
Duplex $1,917,600 $180,462 $115.00 1,17.00 $114,554 $73.00 744600
Total Sales $10,036,250 Total $6,088,338 Total $3,947,913
(Cost of sales) ($555,323 Costs: 7.50% ($456,625 Costs: 2.50% ($9869
(Dev. Profit) ($752,719 Profit: 7.50% ($456,62 Profit: 7.50% $296 093
Net Proceeds $8,728,208 Net Proceeds $5,175,087 Net Proceeds $3,553,121
Public Sources $ Subsidy $0
Mortgage Total $1,50941 ax. avail. mtge: $1,000,539 Max avail. mtge.: $508,876
(Gap) Surplus, %TDC -46% ($8,715,225 0% .42% ($366,512 1 - 60% ($5,387095
,Total Sources of Funds $18,952,849 $1,0 753 $875,3891 $8,136,7051I $8,940,216
$10,036,25
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STABLIZED YEAR ONE OPERATING PRO FORMA
Total Community Space Art/Commercial Production Piers
Developmen
REVENUES
Gross Potential Income $201,523 $14.45 $129,696 $7.00 $71,827 $0.00 $0
Less vac.lunreimb. op. ex. ($9,777 2.00% ($2.594 10% ($7.183 2%
Effect. Gross Income (EGI) $191,746 $127,102 $64,644 $0
EXPENSES (NNN Leases)
Mgmt./Leasing (% of EGI) ($7,670: 4.00% ($5,084 4.00% ($2,586 4.00% $0
NET OPERATING INCOME $184,076 $122,018 $62,059 $0
Allowable Mortaage $1,509,416 $1,000,539 $508,876 $0
Monthly Payment, DCR: 1.15 $13,339 $8,842 $4,497 $0
Monthly interest rate 8.75% 0.73% 0.73% 0.73% 0.73%
Term (months) 240 240 240 240
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SOFT COST SCHEDULE
# Item Formula
1 Architectural/Engineering 6.00% of Hard & Site
2 Appraisal, Mkt./Feasibility, Other Studies
3 Permits & Approvals
4 Owner's Legal
5 Lender's Legal
6 Title Insurance & Recording
7 Accounting/Cost Certification
8 Project Administration 2.75% of Hard & Site
9 Development Consultant
Marketing & Leasing
Insurance
Real Estate Taxes During
Building Security
Utilities
Pest Control
Capitalized Reserves
Soft Cost Contingency
Developer's Fee
Subtotal, Soft Costs
Construction Loan Interes
Construction Loan Fees
*Construction Loan Amt.: All Site,
TOTAL SOFT COSTS
Construction
10.00%
5.00%
of Above Item
of Hard & Site
50.00% Avg. Out. Bal.
1.50% of Loan Amt.
Hard & Soft Cost Subtotal, plus
Cost Cc
$742,003
$35,000
$250,000
$50,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$340,085
$30,000
$75,000
$50,000
$50,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$50,000
s $171,709
$618,336
$2,507,133
$752,184
$257,892
$1 Million (to cover
$3,517,209
ost/GSF Comments
$4.40
$0.21
$1.48
$0.30
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$2.02
$0.18
$0.44
$0.30
$0.30
$0.03
$0.03
$0.03
$0.30
$1.02
$3.66
$14.86
$4.46 8.75% Interest
$1.53 $17,192,773 Loan Amt.*
interest & loanfees)
$20.85
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FLOOR STUDIO 1 BEDROOM 2 B
2 550 1,370
2 550
2 540
2 590
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
670
770
970
780
1,220
660
660
650
660
550
550
540
590
670
770
970
780
1,220
660
660
650
660
970
780
780
780
4 660
4 660
4 650
4 660
5 970
5 780
5 780
5 780
5 660
5 660
5 650
5 660
6 780
6 780
6 660
6 660
6 650
1,370
Exhibit 13, Continued
Square Footage Breakdown
EDROOM DUPLEX TOTAL # UNITS TOTAL SF AVG. SF
1,130 Total Bldg. 102 101,925 999
1,600 Studio 60 42,990 717
1,180 1 BR 5 5,080 1,016
1,550 2 BR 24 33.455 1,394
Duplex 13 20,400 1,5691
1,130.
1,600
1,180
1,550
1,435 2,260
1,600 1,100
1,100
1,080
1,180
1,340
1,540
1,435
1,600
780 1,040
1,435
1,600
6 660
7 780
7 780
7 660
7 660
7 650
7 660
8 780
8 780
8 660
8 660
8 650
8 660
9
9
9
9
9
9
780 1,040
1,435
1,600
780 1,040
1,435
1,600
1,320 1,560
1,320 1,560
1,600 2,870
2,210
1,300
13001
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were available, these moneys (mostly HOME and CDBG funds) would presumably be restricted to
the affordable condominiums.
* Section 108 loan guarantees: The affordable condominiums and commercial space are allowable
uses for the HUD's Section 108 loan guarantee program, which is described in Chapter IV.
" OCS Discretionary Grant: The ground floor commercial may qualify for an HHS OCS
Discretionary grant due to its job creation potential. OCS grants are discussed in more detail in
Chapter IV.
" Pew Neighborhood Preservation Initiative: A portion of the proceeds received as part of the Pew
Charitable Trust's Neighborhood Preservation Initiative funds for Maverick Square might be used to
fund the community space anticipated on the ground floor of the project.
The availability of subsidies for the market-rate condominiums may be particularly challenging.
Although public sources such as low-income housing tax credits may be used to fund mixed-income
rental projects, few subsidies are available for non-income restricted ownership projects. A more likely
approach to reducing this funding gap may be to lower development costs (e.g., lowering the acquisition
cost or reducing building and unit amenities) or to increase sales prices.
Similarly, the limited availability of subsidy for affordable homebuyer units may necessitate
either a reduction in the financing gap (through lower development costs, increasing prices, or reducing
the number of affordable units) or a conversion to rental housing for which additional subsidies may be
available. As mentioned above, a mixed-income rental project could qualify for larger subsidies, such as
Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC), and for public or non-profit mortgage financing.196 For
example, Dorchester Bay Economic Development Corporation recently received $5.48 million in tax
credit equity for the acquisition and rehabilitation of 62 apartments in Dorchester and Roxbury (more
than $88,000 per unit).197 However, the author's preliminary analysis of Low Income Housing Tax
Credits for a rental project at the Deran property suggests that the funding gap would actually increase
for a 50 percent low-income development (from $8.7 million to $8.9 million for the entire project) and
that the gap would remain sizable for a 75 percent low-income project ($7.4 million) or even for a 100
percent low-income project ($6.1 million). 198 Given community concern about additional affordable
housing in East Boston, a 75-100 percent low-income development may not be politically feasible. In
addition, several large projects elsewhere in the city and state' 99 are expected to siphon off the vast
majority of rental subsidies in the next few years.
In sum, NOAH's ability to raise the necessary public funds to make its residential development
scenario for the Deran property feasible is by no means clear. The project would need either to become a
high priority for the City or to undergo substantial financial reengineering before feasibility could be
assured.
196 Lenders include the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency (MHFA), the Massachusetts Housing Investment Corporation
(MHIC), the Massachusetts Housing Partnership Fund (MHP), and the Boston Community Loan Fund (BCLF).
197 Boston Globe, 3 May 1997, G1.
198 Financial analyses presented to Neighborhood of Affordable Housing, May 1997.
19 Primarily the BHA's renovation of its Orchard Park and Mission Main developments (under the federal HOPE VI program)
and the purchase and redevelopment of expiring use projects for continued low-income use.
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VI. THE DERAN PROJECT AS CATALYST: RECOMMENDATIONS &
CONCLUSIONS
The case studies presented in Chapter I included nine lessons for catalytic development projects:
e catalytic projects can be expensive;
e the need for public-sector investment;
e large-scale redevelopment projects can take years to complete;
e rental projects can develop a market for homeownership;
e commercial development often follows residential development;
e catalytic projects can have important symbolic effects on neighborhood perceptions;
e catalytic projects must be highly visible in the community;
e catalytic projects must be large-scale, dramatic interventions; and
e subsidized catalytic projects encourage additional, unsubsidized investment.
These lessons suggest that for a catalytic project to be financially viable, it must attract
significant public-sector resources and carefully select its target market. Since such projects are almost
always superior in quality to their existing neighbors, they necessarily involve significant financial risks.
Subsidies can help mitigate this risk, but market studies must also demonstrate that "if you build it, they
will [in fact] come."
Furthermore, these lessons suggest that for a project to be a successful catalyst it must be large-
scale and well-located. The project must be large enough and visible enough to single-handedly change
perceptions of the community, while at the same time being close enough to other properties to stimulate
additional, private investment.
As discussed below, the Deran project's ability to pass either of these tests appears questionable.
Financial Viability
As currently conceived, the Deran project's subsidy requirements are high even for a catalytic
project:
* $3.9 to $4.9 million for a maritime industrial small business incubator (43-49 percent of TDC); and
e $8.7 million for artist lofts with accessory commercial and community uses (46 percent of TDC).
These high amounts are attributable in large part to the relatively low achievable rents for commercial
space and anticipated sales prices for condominiums at the Deran Site. The large size of the Deran
buildings and the high costs of permitting projects on filled tidelands within a Designated Port Area are
also partially responsible. If NOAH were required to redevelop the piers, the subsidy requirement would
increase, probably by a substantial amount.
Given the current funding environment for urban redevelopment projects, the likelihood of
attracting this $4 to $9 million in subsidy appears remote. NOAH may be able to lower the gap
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somewhat in two ways. First, the purchase price could be negotiated downwards, perhaps substantially.
If the current owners are motivated to sell the property (which is by no means clear), NOAH appears to
be the only potential buyer at this time. Its only competition, the Archdiocese of Boston, is no longer
interested in the property now that the BHA has decided not to pursue federal HOPE VI funding for the
redevelopment of the Maverick Gardens. Given the high costs of permitting and the Site's isolated
location, the Hintlian Trust is unlikely to attract other developers at a $1.5 to $2 million price. However,
since the property appears to at least be breaking even, its owners may not be motivated to sell in the near
term and may prefer to continue essentially landbanking the property as a speculative investment.
Furthermore, the current funding gap is so large that a lower price alone would not be sufficient to assure
viability for the project.
If the public sector expresses strong interest in the project, a second strategy for NOAH may be
to attract a public or institutional partner to redevelop the property. For example, the City, Massport, or
another agency might be willing to develop the waterfront portion of the Site and to assist in permitting.
Alternatively, an institutional partner may be willing to purchase or lease a significant amount of space at
a price above the current East Boston market. A partner could also help mitigate the project's financial
risks to NOAH. The large size of the Deran project and the lack of a pre-existing market for its space
(whether a small business incubator or loft housing) create extraordinary risks that may be beyond
NOAH's capacity to absorb on its own. However, the chances of attracting such a public or institutional
partner to the Deran property do not appear to be very likely at the present time. Once again, the
project's location and difficult access do not make it very attractive for development even by the public
sector.
Catalytic Effect
Even if the Deran project could be made financially viable, its ability to catalyze additional
waterfront development is questionable. Although the Deran buildings are some of the largest structures
on the East Boston waterfront, they have poor visibility from within the community. The Site's New
Street location is tucked behind Maverick Gardens, without direct access to or site lines from Maverick
Square, Central Square, or principal arterials such as Meridian Street. The Deran property is also
surrounded by institutional users, such as the Boston Housing Authority, a City park, and Boston Towing
& Transportation, whose decisions regarding redevelopment are unlikely to be greatly influenced by
what happens at the Deran Site. Finally, the property's potential for catalyzing additional investment is
limited: although other deteriorated and underutilized waterfront parcels are located on Border and
Marginal Streets, developments on New Street would most likely have little effect on them.
In contrast, Maverick Square is the modern gateway to and in many ways symbolic center of East
Boston. A site on the Square itself (such as NOAH's proposed commercial development on the Square at
Sumner Street) or a nearby waterfront site such as the Clippership Wharf parcel (which may soon be
available now that the Archdiocese has abandoned its plans at Maverick Gardens) or Massport's Pier
One (which has also been a focus for redevelopment for several years)200 would be far more visible than a
development on the Deran property. The Square is East Boston's public transportation hub, with a
subway station, several bus lines, and new ferry service to downtown. It is also the site of NOAH's
Neighborhood Preservation Initiative and of the MBTA's proposed project to renovate the T-station and
Square itself. These substantial investments have already focused public attention on the Square and will
make the area more attractive for new development. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, both
200 For example, Massport issued a Request For Proposals (RFP) for Pier One in 1990 but decided to rethink the Pier's
development after only firm, Cashman Marine, Responded (Boston Globe, 24 June 1990, A 17).
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Maverick Square and the nearby waterfront offer greater potential spread effects for an anchor project.
Surrounding properties include residential areas, shops and commercial buildings, and Massport's East
Boston Piers (which although institutionally owned, have been the focus of redevelopment proposals for
more than 20 years).
NOAH's development objectives could also be better met at a site closer to Maverick Square. As
discussed in Chapter III, these objectives include:
" catalyzing development;
e strengthening Maverick Square;
e increasing public access to the waterfront;
* controlling waterfront development; and
* increasing the community's access to views of the downtown skyline across the Harbor.
Naturally, a project's ability to strengthen Maverick Square increases the closer it is to the Square. The
significance of public access to the waterfront and its views would also increase in a location closer to
the Square, where people already congregate for transportation and shopping. Finally, Maverick
Square's key location suggests that an anchor project in its immediate vicinity might more effectively
control additional waterfront development in East Boston.
Given the tremendous costs of catalytic development projects-both in terms of subsidy dollars
and in terms of staff time and energy-the opportunity to develop such a project does not come often.
Thus, if NOAH wishes to concentrate its efforts on a large-scale catalytic development project, it may
wish to focus closer to Maverick Square. NOAH's proposed commercial project there presents one such
opportunity, and especially when combined with the MBTA's station redesign and associated public
improvements, has the potential to significantly change perceptions of Maverick Square. Building on
this success by developing the waterfront at either Clippership Wharf or Pier One could lead to a
dramatic transformation of the area and of perceptions of East Boston as a whole. Although gaining site
control of either parcel would be a challenge, it may ultimately prove no more challenging than
developing the Deran Site.201 However, the catalytic payoff from development at these sites may be
substantially greater.
Beyond Deran: Recommendations for CDC-Sponsored Development Projects
This analysis suggests that before conducting full-scale feasibility analyses for potential catalytic
projects, CDCs and other community-based developers may wish to assess prospective projects' potential
for catalytic effects. In the case of the Deran Site, the property's key location and visibility on the
waterfront initially exhibit potential for a catalytic project. However, the property's relatively isolated
location, its poor visibility from within East Boston, and its institutional neighbors may significantly
impair its ability to catalyze additional development. The same may be true of buildings elsewhere that
are large and visible from outside the community, but not in a location that is highly visible from within
the neighborhood or of symbolic importance to it. For example, the BRA chose a location near the
entrance to the Charlestown Navy Yard and adjacent to the National Historic Park to develop Shipyard
Park. A location at the other end of the Navy Yard, while just as visible from across the Harbor, would
probably not have been as successful in catalyzing private-sector development.
201 For example, the vacant Clippership Wharf site offers better views, is zoned waterfront residential, and is not located in a
Designated Port Area.
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CDCs may find that the opportunity cost of projects requiring large investments of time and
scarce subsidy dollars may be too high if they do not offer significant catalytic potential. Projects facing
large physical, environmental, or regulatory hurdles, such as the Designated Port Area in the case of the
Deran property, may not be worth pursuing when potential catalytic effects are limited since they are
almost certain to be time consuming and to require significant infusions of public sector subsidies.
While this is not meant to suggest that all or even most CDC-sponsored projects can be viable without
subsidies, it does suggest that community-based developers should carefully select projects so as to
maximize the development impact of these subsidy dollars.
Finally, CDCs should be cognizant of the tensions between organizational capacity and the need
for large-scale projects that achieve significant development impacts. A complex project such as the
NOAH's proposed redevelopment of the Deran property may strain CDC capacity and present too large a
financial risk for a small organization. Partnerships should be pursued for large projects, especially for
those involving a high level of risk.
In sum, projects that lack prominent, highly visible locations within their community but that
nonetheless face significant development obstacles, require large infusions of subsidy, or challenge the
sponsor organization's development capacity may not be worth CDCs' time and money to pursue. These
human and financial resources might be better spent on projects at critical locations that offer the
potential to leverage other interventions, maximize development impact, and effect significant change in
the neighborhood. Alternatively, CDCs may wish to invest these resources on other projects and
programs that are less capital and time intensive, thereby increasing the efficiencies of limited subsidy
dollars. In either case, CDCs should carefully select development projects to achieve the greatest
possible return on their investments.
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